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Public Service
Training
Our Public Service Training program is
designed for all levels and career stages
across the public service. Courses are
designed to meet the training needs of
the sector, and are delivered online and
face-to-face, in a format that allows
participants to share ideas and experiences
in a professional learning environment.
Members receive significant discounts off
training and customised in-agency
programs (see page 9).
This guide provides a basis to start
planning your professional development
for you or your staff. Courses fall into one
of seven categories (see Index on pages
6-7), to help you easily find what you
need. Each course also maps to a range of
career stages, including:
N New Recruits/Graduates
T Team Members
M Managers
L Leaders

About Us
The Institute of Public Administration
Australia Western Australia (IPAA WA)
established in 1945, is a not-for-profit
professional association which enables those
with an interest in public administration and
public sector reform to exchange ideas on
trends, practices and innovations.

3. Professional Development

Our Mission

4. Resources

As the preeminent professional body for all
people in or working with the public sector,
IPAA WA supports the public sector to
make a difference. IPAA WA provides a
constructive voice for the sector, facilitates
collaboration, connects members and
provides high quality professional
development and training programs.

Members stay informed on a national level
by receiving the ‘Australian Journal of
Public Administration’. Subscribe to
iNews to be kept informed of new events
and training programs, special offers, and
the latest research and thinking in public
administration. Visit the resources page of
our website for presentations and photos
from our past award ceremonies, seminars
and events.

Core Services
We offer six core services to our members
and the broader community:
1. Membership
Join as an Individual or Corporate member
and show your dedication to building your
career, knowledge and networks in the
public service (see page 10).
2. Awards

Index
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Your Professional Development
and Training Specialist

Our awards program has been developed
to promote, recognise and reward
excellence in the public service. The IPAA
WA Achievement Awards recognise both
individual and organisational achievement
across the WA public service. Our
W.S. Lonnie Awards recognise excellence
and transparency in State government
annual reports.

We provide high quality, relevant,
professional development programs for all
levels of government through our Public
Service Training programs and our
In-Agency Organisational Development
programs.

5. Events
The Institute is recognised for its high
quality, thought-leadership events – from
influential Ministers and Directors General
to Young Professional and Executive
lunches. Members receive significant
discounts off events.
6. Event Administration
Specialising in the delivery of outstanding
professional events, we can assist in
planning, marketing and managing your
next conference, information seminar,
training session or awards presentation.
Index
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In-Agency Organisational
Development Programs
We provide professional and high-quality
organisational development solutions to
public sector organisations for all levels of
government.
Our In-Agency programs offer a flexible
and cost effective way of delivering expert
professional development solutions to
groups in your organisation.
We work closely with you to design the
program and develop the content to
address the particular needs of your
organisation. We can assist you in
achieving your organisation’s strategic
goals and objectives by developing the
skills, behaviour and expertise that your
organisation requires.
Our programs are flexible in content,
length and structure, and can be delivered
anywhere in WA.
Corporate member additional
benefits
Corporate Members of IPAA WA receive
additional benefits on our in-agency
programs. Our Members receive a:
 סס20% discount on all in-agency
programs
 ססMultiple booking discount when six or
more workshops are booked at the
same time
 ססAdditional discount on registrations for
the next public workshop on the same
topic after the in-agency delivery

Save time and money by letting us customise or
develop a tailored training solution for your
organisation’s specific needs and outcomes

Our Approach

Topics We Can Deliver

Program Options

We design and deliver learning programs
that are stimulating and challenging for
workshop participants. Our programs
focus on providing participants with tools
and techniques that they can take back
into the workplace and implement
immediately.

The possibilities with In-Agency Programs
are endless. We deliver In-Agency Programs
on all of the topics covered in our Public
Training Program, plus more. Some of the
programs we deliver In-Agency include:

We can include any or all of the following
options in your training solution.

Benefits to your organisation
We work closely with the Public Sector on
a daily basis, and understand the
environment they operate within. By
choosing IPAA WA for your organisational
development needs, you can:
 ססDesign a program specifically to meet
your needs
 ססSave money when you have a group
needing the same professional
development
 ססChoose a date, time and place
(anywhere across WA) that suits you
 ססCreate an opportunity for your
employees to build on their internal
relationships
 ססCustomise a program from our suite of
Public Service Training workshops
 ססHave the convenience of us coming to
you

 ססCareer Development
 ססChange Management
 ססCompliance
 ססEmotional Intelligence
 ססFinance and Budget Management
 ססLeadership Programs
 ססLeading in an Uncertain World
 ססManagement Skills
 ססMental Wellness and Building Resilience
 ססPolicy and Program Evaluation
 ססProject Management
 ססPublic Policy
 ססSelf-Awareness
 ססSocial Media
 ססStakeholder Engagement
 ססTeam Development
 ססWomen’s Development Programs
 ססWriting and Editing
…Plus many more!

סס
סס
סס
סס
סס

Case Studies
Co-facilitation
Consulting
Executive Coaching
Facilitation of Meetings and Strategic
Planning Sessions
 ססGuest Speakers
 ססIndividual / Team awareness
assessments
 ססIndividual and/or Small Group Coaching
After something different? Contact us
to discuss your specific needs.
Contact Details
For more information, contact our Training
& Organisational Development Manager,
Ioana Okley.
P: 08 9360 1400
E: ioana.okley@ipaawa.org.au

Index
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Index
Business and Finance

Skilled Minute Taking NEW!

24

Leadership & Management

Monitoring & Evaluation

Budgeting in the Public Sector

10

25

Accountability:
Building a Performance Culture

38

Contract Management
Fundamentals for Government

Structure and Storytelling: Writing to
Engage NEW!

11

26

Introduction to Strategic Planning

39

Financial Statements
in the Public Sector

Writing Ministerial
Letters and Briefings

12

Writing Skills for Government

27

Advanced Strategic Planning

40

Writing With Style:
The Power of Plain English

28

Building and Leading High
Performance Teams

41

Change Management
for Team Leaders

42

29

Coaching Style of Leadership

43
44

Communication Skills
Administrative Support for Committees

13

Brushing Up On Your
Grammar and Punctuation

14

Cultural Competency and Responsiveness
in the Public Sector NEW!

Developing a Sound Business Case

15

Empowering Women for Leadership in
the Public Sector NEW!

30

Collaborative Leadership: Create a
Culture to Empower Employees
Develop your
Inclusive Leadership Mindset NEW!

45

Intelligent Influence

Diversity & Inclusion

Capturing Social Outcomes:
The Most Significant Change
Technique

53

Introduction to
Monitoring and Evaluation

54

Introduction to Program Logic

55

Personal Development
Career Planning Crafting Your Unique Story NEW!

56

Creative minds, Creative futures

57

Dealing with Change in the Workplace

58

Developing Resilience

59

46

60

Leadership: What Every New and
Experienced Manager Needs to Know

Job Application and
Interview Skills for the Public Sector

47

61

33

Leading Through
Change and Uncertainty

Managing Priorities:
Improving Workflow and Productivity

48

Read at Speed

62

49

Developing Good Workplace
Communication and Interpersonal
Skills NEW!

16

Gender and Sexual Diversity Inclusion
in the Public Sector NEW!

31

Editing and Proofreading Skills
for Government

17

How to Achieve Diversity and Inclusion
in the Public Sector NEW!

32

Excellence in Annual Reporting

18

Government & Policy

Executive Writing Skills

19

Introduction to Policy Work

How to Develop
Good Report Writing Skills

20

Investigations and Procedural
Fairness: Your rights & obligations

34

Optimising Performance
Through Hard Conversations

How to Give a Great Online
Presentation in the Public Sector NEW!

21

Policy Evaluation

35

Proactive Conflict Management

50

Negotiating With Confidence

22

Writing Policy Documents

36

Subject Matter Expert to Manager

51

Presenting to Influence
and Persuade With Confidence

23

Policy in Practice

37

Workplace Mental Health
& Developing Resilient Teams

52

Project Management
Getting Started in Project
Management

63

Project in Progress - Next Steps in
Project Management

64

Index
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Recommended
Series
Several of our Public Service Training
courses can work best when attended as
a series:
Leadership & Management
 ססLeadership: What Every New and
Experienced Manager Needs to Know
 ססOptimising Performance Through Hard
Conversations
 ססCoaching Style of Leadership
 ססNegotiating with Confidence
 ססIntelligent Influence
 ססBuilding and Leading High Performance
Teams
 ססChange Management for Team Leaders
 ססStrategic Planning
Government & Policy
 ססIntroduction to Policy Work
 ססWriting Policy Documents
 ססPolicy Evaluation

Public Service
Training Prices
All prices below are exclusive of GST.
For courses prior to 1 July 2022:

The Professional Association for the Public Service of WA
As the peak independent professional
association for public sector professionals
in WA, we offer both Individual and
Corporate Membership.

Face-to-face

Online

MEMBER

$465

$375

CORPORATE

$510

$415

Members have the opportunity to
participate in high-level networking and
receive a host of quality products and
services that enhance their career and
support their professional development.

NON-MEMBER

$615

$510

Individual Membership

Full-Day Programs (9:00am – 4:30pm)

Half-Day Programs (9:00am – 12:30pm)
Face-to-face

Online

MEMBER

$320

$265

CORPORATE

$355

$290

NON-MEMBER

$420

$350

For courses on or after 1 July 2022:
Full-Day Programs (9:00am – 4:30pm)

Project Management
 ססGetting Started in Project Management
 ססProject in Progress - Next Steps in
Project Management

Membership

Face-to-face

Online

MEMBER

$465

$395

CORPORATE

$510

$440

NON-MEMBER

$615

$545

The Institute has two levels of Individual
Membership, and members can join at any
time and receive a full 12 months of
membership.
Associate Members receive benefits
including the highest level of discount on
training and events (up to 25% off), the
opportunity to nominate for IPAA WA’s
Achievement Awards and the ability to
join special interests groups such as the
Young Professional Committee (YPC).
Personal Members receive all the
benefits of Associate Members, plus
priority access to free member only

events, priority invitation to member only
events, discounted coaching services, a
subscription to the Australian Journal of
Public Administration and the right to
nominate or vote for the IPAA WA
Council.
Corporate Membership
Save on professional development costs
for your staff by becoming a Corporate
Member. The membership period is per
financial year from July to 30 June. Any
organisation is able to join, and fees are
based on the total number of full time
employees.
Become a Member Today!
If you are not a member, join today to
become part of a professional community
committed to connecting people and
ideas and improving the capability of the
public sector.
Visit wa.ipaa.org.au/Membership.aspx
for more information and to join.

Half-Day Programs (9:00am – 12:30pm)

Index
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Face-to-face

Online

MEMBER

$320

$290

CORPORATE

$355

$325

NON-MEMBER

$420

$390

Individual
Members
receive a
further 15%
discount when
booking 3 or
more courses
at the same
time.

Index
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Business &
Finance

Budgeting in the Public Sector

Contracting is a growth area, as all levels of government seek to conserve capital, deliver best
practices, and focus on their core capabilities. Managing these contracts effectively and
efficiently requires stakeholders to have a sound understanding of the two key elements of
any successful contract: the processes and the people. During this program you will improve
your understanding of the key principles of sound contract management.

Course Outcomes
 ססUnderstand the structure of whole of government finances, legislative framework and
structure of the Public Sector.
 ססUnderstand the roles and responsibilities of Parliament, Cabinet, Ministers, Treasury,
government agencies and the Auditor General in relation to the budget process, and how
these roles are discharged.
 ססUnderstand Treasury budget systems, including the relationships between the three
financial statements.
 ססUnderstand the key processes and time-frames in the budget cycle.
Benefits to You
Benefits to Your Organisation
 ססUnderstanding of whole-of-government
 ססAppreciate the complexity of whole of
finances, and the contribution of your
government finances, and how the
agency
different parts interconnect
 ססGain a greater understanding of internal
 ססKnowledge of processes required to
agency budget-related processes and how
develop, submit, prioritise and approve
they contribute to the State Budget
different aspects of the agency’s, and
ultimately the State’s budget.
 ססLocate and interpret information in budget
papers.

Course Outcomes
 ססDescribe the fundamental elements of a contract
 ססDescribe the roles and responsibilities of contract management
 ססAnalyse the importance of planning, measurement and control
 ססDescribe the process for managing contract variations
 ססIdentify and manage contract risk
 ססDescribe the key policies and guidelines set by the State Supply Commission and the WA
Department of Finance.

The facilitator had good firsthand knowledge of the budget-political process, and provided good
commentary of significant issues (i.e. conflict of interest arising from certain practices.

”

Associated Courses
 ססFinancial Statements in the Public Sector
 ססWA Public Service, Government & Parliament: Relationships & Roles
Course Details
CAREER STAGE
FACILITATOR/S

10

Business &
Finance

This workshop will show you how financial resources are managed in accordance with the
principles and requirements of legislation and policy governing the public sector. This course
is intended for officers with no accounting or finance qualifications, who may be involved in
research or policy roles, as project officers, in middle management positions, or in specialist
occupations such as planners. In particular, people new to the public sector or to a budgetrelated role will find this course useful.

“
Index

Contract Management
Fundamentals for Government

T M
Moore Australia (WA)

Course Length
Pricing

Benefits to You
 ססEncourage a common language and
understanding amongst those involved in
contracts
 ססImprove clarity of who does what when in
managing contracts.

Benefits to Your Organisation
 ססProvide a context for those involved in
contract management to apply their
organisation’s processes and procedures
diligently
 ססIncrease the efficiency and effectiveness of
delivering contract outcomes
 ססMinimize the risks involved in contracts.

“

Doug provided a thorough overview of contracting, managed the online platform and group
components well. He was provided relevant examples and useful frameworks/tools for application.

”

Associated Courses
 ססBudgeting in the Public Sector
Course Details

Half-day
General pricing is available
on page 8 of this guide.

CAREER STAGE
FACILITATOR/S

N

T M

L

Doug Watson

Course Length
Pricing

Full-day

Index

General pricing is available
on page 8 of this guide.

For course pricing, dates, and to register, please visit:

For course pricing, dates, and to register, please visit:

www.wa.ipaa.org.au/courses/Budgeting_in_the_Public_Sector.aspx

www.wa.ipaa.org.au/courses/Contract_Management_Fundamentals_for_Government.aspx
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Financial Statements in
the Public Sector

Business &
Finance

Meetings take place every day in public sector organisations but are they an effective use of
time? Well-developed agendas and accurate records of decisions mean that committees
function better and are more likely to achieve their objectives. This half day course is for
public sector employees whose role requires them to support committees including minute
taking, meeting arrangements, agendas communication tasks, and handling routine
correspondence. It is not designed for board members or chairpersons.

Course Outcomes
 ססExplain the meaning of assets, liabilities, equity, income, revenues and expenses
 ססDistinguish between accrual and cash based accounting and appreciate the use of accrual
accounting for measuring an entity’s performance
 ססAppreciate the content and purpose of the balance sheet, statement of comprehensive
income and statement of cash flows
 ססDemonstrate a working knowledge of financial statements prepared for an agency in the
public sector.

Course Outcomes
 ססUnderstand the importance of a governance framework
 ססImplement an induction process for new members
 ססKnow how to support the chairperson to run effective meetings
 ססKnow how to provide administrative support, such as drafting meeting agendas, taking
meeting minutes, circulating papers, following-up on actions arising from meetings
 ססMonitor the implementation of decisions

Benefits to You
 ססBe able to talk with more confidence about
financial reporting
 ססPerform basic analysis of financial
statements
 ססHave more confidence when reading a set
of financial statements.

Benefits to You
 ססApply new knowledge to improve the
quality of executive support you are
providing
 ססUnderstand what is required of minutetaking, what to leave in and what to leave
out
 ססReview agenda papers
 ססConfidence in dealing with the chairperson
and board members

Benefits to Your Organisation
 ססYou will be better able to communicate
with accounting staff in the agency
 ססYou will have a better understanding of
the importance of financial reporting for
the agency.

“

”

Associated Courses
 ססPublic Sector Finance and Budgeting in State Government
Course Details
CAREER STAGE
FACILITATOR/S
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Communication
Skills

This half-day interactive workshop will equip you with the necessary skills to read and
understand financial statements prepared by an agency in the public sector. You will also
learn about assets, liabilities, equity, income, revenues and expenses as they apply in
government work. This course involves working through some exercises to establish an
understanding of the basic elements of financial statements and to study important ratios in
the financial statements.

The ability to work through the financial statements and have the key elements of these
statements explained by the presenter was highly informative and valuable. The workshop resources
are also very useful and informative.

Index

Administrative Support
for Committees

“

Benefits to Your Organisation
 ססImproved operation of committees
 ססImproved implementation of the
governance framework
 ססDocumentation better represents the
deliberations and decisions of the board

This workshop is very useful and informative as an introduction into governance requirements
Associated Coursesfor minute taking and core requirements.

”

Course Details
N
Rosie Davis - Moore
Australia (WA)

Course Length
Pricing

Half-day
General pricing is available
on page 8 of this guide.

CAREER STAGE
FACILITATOR/S

N

T

Lesley Smith

Course Length
Pricing

For course pricing, dates, and to register, please visit:

For course pricing, dates, and to register, please visit:

Register: www.wa.ipaa.org.au/courses/Financial_Statements_in_the_Public_Sector.aspx

www.wa.ipaa.org.au/courses/Administrative_Support_for_Committees.aspx

Half-day

Index

General pricing is available
on page 8 of this guide.
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Communication
Skills

Brushing Up On Your
Grammar and Punctuation

Developing a Sound
Business Case

It is a frustrating process when you put a significant effort into developing your business case,
only to have it returned with requests for further information or clarity regarding its content.
The session will help you build a cohesive case with an appropriate level of justification and
supporting data. This practical one-day highly interactive course provides you with the
opportunity of working through a real life example to assist you in understanding how the
process can be applied to your own situation.

This simple, easy-to-understand course is aimed at those in the public sector whose job
entails writing and who, though they have a working knowledge of grammar and
punctuation, may feel the need to brush up and enhance their proficiency in this area. It
covers the essentials of grammar and punctuation in an uncomplicated manner using many
simple examples and lots of self-help exercises. You will leave with a much clearer
understanding and working knowledge of all the fundamentals of English grammar and
punctuation.
Course Outcomes
 ססFeel more self-assured in their use of correct grammar and punctuation, leading to less
editing and rewriting by senior management
 ססWrite with greater clarity and precision, leading to better understanding and less rereading by readers.
 ססCorrect all grammar and punctuation errors when editing their own (and other people’s)
writing.

Benefits to You
 ססYour grasp of good grammar and
punctuation is a transportable skill,
available to you in everything you write
 ססYour ability to write well and succinctly is
improved
 ססYour self-confidence in your writing ability
is greatly enhanced.

Course Outcomes
 ססIdentify stakeholders and their needs
 ססAlign business cases with strategic needs
 ססDevelop a robust options analysis
 ססState the elements required for a cohesive and persuasive argument for the business case

Benefits to Your Organisation
 ססDocuments will be more succinct and
technically accurate, reflecting well on
writers and their departments
 ססProductivity is enhanced as the time spent
by managers editing and correcting errors
will be greatly reduced.

“

Benefits to You
 ססLeave the session with an outline of your
Business Case
 ססDesigned to assist you in targeting your
business case to its intended audience
with appropriate information, structure
and format
 ססUnderstand how to build a cohesive case
with an appropriate level of justification
and supporting data

John was extremely knowledgeable and was very approachable and engaging. The
content was very interesting and I got more than I thought I would out of the session.

”

Associated Courses
 ססHoning Editing and Proofreading Skills for Government

CAREER STAGE
FACILITATOR/S

14

Benefits to Your Organisation
 ססDevelopment of a customised Business
Case outline which is designed to suit your
organisational context
 ססReview of why Business Cases generally
fail and how to target the right level of
detail
 ססA strong focus on risk and stakeholder
management

“

The facilitators knowledge of the subject matter and ability to
engage with the group via online delivery was fantastic.

”

Course Details

Course Details
Index

Communication
Skills

N

T M

L

John Harman

Course Length
Pricing

Full-day

CAREER STAGE

General pricing is available
on page 8 of this guide.

For course pricing, dates, and to register, please visit:

www.wa.ipaa.org.au/courses/Brushing_Up_On_Your_Grammar_and_Punctuation.aspx

FACILITATOR/S

14

N

T M

L

Karen Schwenke or
Doug Watson

Course Length
Pricing

For course pricing, dates, and to register, please visit:

www.wa.ipaa.org.au/courses/Developing_a_Sound_Business_Case.aspx

Full-day

Index

General pricing is available
on page 8 of this guide.
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NEW WORKSHOP

Communication
Skills

Effective communications are vital to the successful outcome of everything an organisation or
department wishes to achieve, while good interpersonal skills help facilitate our
communications at work. This course focuses on how communications and interpersonal skills
in the workplace may be improved and enhanced. It identifies the six roles everyone plays as
communicators at work and pinpoints the techniques that may be employed in each role to
enhance communication and deepen understanding.
Course Outcomes
 ססEngage in more focussed communication and communicate your messages more effectively
 ססUnderstand other peoples’ communications accurately
 ססKnow how to question and probe for clarification and deeper understanding in a
thoughtful, respectful manner
 ססBe aware of the strengths and weaknesses of your own interpersonal communication style
 ססBe more effective in maintaining smooth interpersonal relations with others
 ססBe better able to identify when, the words don’t go with the ‘music’
 ססMatch their required communication style to the situation
 ססWhen required, to be assertive rather than passive or aggressive
 ססPossess a greater ability to manage demanding situations.
Benefits to You
 ססHave your message more
accurately understood
 ססHave a better understanding and deeper
feeling of where other people in your
organisation are coming from
 ססKnow how to adapt your communication
style to suit the occasion and people you
work with
 ססImprove your listening and questioning skills.

Benefits to Your Organisation
 ססSave your organisation time, money and
frustration that comes from poor interpersonal communications within and
between departments
 ססReduce inter-personal issues between staff
and reduce the need for arbitration and
counselling by managers
 ססMinimise misunderstandings and poor
communications skills in the organisation.

FACILITATOR/S

16

Course Outcomes
 ססKnow how to make their own writing and other people’s writing more professional, concise,
factual and persuasive
 ססKnow what constitutes a well-written report, briefing or submission, and how to make it fit
for purpose
 ססUnderstand and have a good working knowledge of the editing process
 ססHave a better understanding of the principles of modern grammar and punctuation
 ססWrite more clearly and concisely and to re-write more effectively.
Benefits to You
 ססYou will have more confidence in your
ability to edit your own and other people’s
writing
 ססYour own writing will be substantially
improved
 ססYou may enjoy an enhanced reputation in
your organisation as a good editor.

“

Benefits to Your Organisation
 ססYou will have more confidence in your staff
to produce professional, well-written, error
free documents
 ססYou will spend less time substantially
re-writing and editing documents
submitted to you
 ססYou will have more people in your
department capable of editing their own
and other’s documents.

Very relevant topics and trainer - John was very knowledgeable and I found it very
useful and specific.

”

Course Details

Course Details
CAREER STAGE

Communication
Skills

This course is suitable for all those in the public sector who either experience difficulty in
editing their own material or who need help in re-writing or editing reports, briefings and
submissions written by other people. The course focuses on the editing techniques that will
improve documents by making them more professional, factual and persuasive. It will also
help those attending to identify and correct common writing and editing errors and to
improve their overall grammar and punctuation skills.

Associated Courses
 ססBrushing Up On Your Grammar and Punctuation

Associated Courses
 ססPresenting to Influence and Persuade with Confidence

Index

Editing and Proofreading
Skills for Government

Developing Good Workplace
Communication and Interpersonal Skills

N

T M

L

John Harman

Course Length
Pricing

Full-day
General pricing is available
on page 8 of this guide.

CAREER STAGE
FACILITATOR/S

N

T

John Harman

Course Length
Pricing

Half-day

Index

General pricing is available
on page 8 of this guide.

For course pricing, dates, and to register, please visit:

For course pricing, dates, and to register, please visit:

www.wa.ipaa.org.au/courses/Developing_Good_Communication_Skills_in_the_Workplace.aspx

www.wa.ipaa.org.au/courses/Editing_and_Proofreading_Skills_for_Government.aspx
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Communication
Skills

Excellence in Annual Reporting

Submitting an annual report to parliament, shareholders or stakeholders is a yearly obligation.
The report is a complex document and necessarily involves input from several areas of an
organisation. Most often, its development and completion are onerous, thankless and stressful
tasks that few enjoy. However, this need not be the case. If a few basic principles and some
planning are applied, producing annual reports can be a straightforward and creditable
accounting of an organisation’s performance. This course is based heavily on the current PSC
guidelines and is most relevant to WA public sector employees.
Course Outcomes
 ססidentify and interpret standard requirements (e.g. PSC Guidelines)
 ססunderstand best practice principles for annual reporting (e.g. accountability, accessibility
and availability)
 ססcreate a noteworthy report by fulfilling requirements and applying key principles
 ססcomplete the annual reporting cycle with a smile, rather than a frown!

Benefits to You
 ססgreater confidence in taking on annual
reporting projects
 ססmore enjoyable experience working on
annual reports

“

Benefits to Your Organisation
 ססintroduction of best practice into their
annual reporting of performance
 ססmore effective annual reporting

”

CAREER STAGE
FACILITATOR/S

18

N

T M

Lesley Smith

Course Length
Pricing

Communication
Skills

For us to write effectively and for our writing to achieve its purposes, we need to adopt a few
simple strategies and to follow a number of plain, easily-understood principles. Participants in
this fast-moving, interactive yet informal workshop will learn how they may develop their
skills as effective executive writers. They will be engaged throughout the day in interactive
writing exercises designed to develop their skills and confidence and will finish the day by
working on a substantial piece of their own writing.
Course Outcomes
 ססWrite shorter, clearer more precise reports, policy documents, manuals, memos and emails
 ססPrepare and order and then write any piece of writing that transmits information or seeks
to persuade with powerful and informative sentences
 ססEdit out unnecessary words and phrases to achieve greater clarity and impact in their
writing
 ססKnow how to structure, revise and rewrite quickly and competently.

Benefits to You
 ססWrite less but be understood more
 ססMount better, more influential arguments
 ססAnticipate queries and questions and
know how to answer them, in simple
English, before they are raised.

“

I came away with a better understanding of the process
and why things are done a certain way.

Benefits to Your Organisation
 ססSave executives’ time by reducing much of
the editing and rewriting of documents
and briefings
 ססWell-written, succinct and grammatical
communications reflect well on
departments and the organisation.

This course exceeded my expectations. John imparted valuable
information on writing and editing documents.

”

Associated Courses
 ססBrushing Up On Your Grammar and Punctuation
 ססHow to Develop Good Report Writing Skills
Course Details

Course Details
Index

Executive Writing Skills

Half-day
General pricing is available
on page 8 of this guide.

CAREER STAGE
FACILITATOR/S

N

T M

Course Length

John Harman

For course pricing, dates, and to register, please visit:

For course pricing, dates, and to register, please visit:

www.wa.ipaa.org.au/courses/Excellence_in_Annual_Reporting.aspx

www.wa.ipaa.org.au/courses/Executive_Writing_Skills.aspx

Pricing

Full-day

Index

General pricing is available
on page 8 of this guide.
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NEW WORKSHOP

How to Develop Good
Report Writing Skills

Communication
Skills

How to Give a Great Online
Presentation in the Public Sector

This course is designed to assist those working in the public sector who may be required to
write — reports; briefing notes; board submissions; annual reports; research papers; business
proposals; planning submissions and operational procedures — in the essential skills of
report writing. It is intended as an introduction to those new to report writing, as well as a
refresher for those who are seeking to improve their report writing skills.

Course Outcomes
 ססProduce reports that are easily read: succinct, to-the-point and crystal clear
 ססGather and organise information effectively
 ססStructure information that makes it easy for readers to understand and act on
 ססPresent complex information and issues in the simplest manner possible
 ססMake conclusions that are supported by the report’s evidence
 ססProduce appropriate and practical executive summaries.
Benefits to You
 ססWrite complex information in a clear,
concise way and have more confidence in
your ability to write excellent reports
 ססKnow how to write reports that are valued
in your department and organisation
 ססEnjoy an enhanced reputation within your
organisation.

“

Benefits to Your Organisation
 ססHave more confidence in your people to
produce professional reports
 ססSpend less time trying to understand the
contents and conclusions of reports
 ססHave more confidence in the accuracy of
reports and the correctness of their
conclusions.

I learnt new style of writing, and how to empower my text with minimal words.

”

Associated Courses
 ססExecutive Writing Skills
 ססEditing and Proofreading Skills for Government
CAREER STAGE
FACILITATOR/S
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Zoom and Teams meetings have become part of the permanent meeting landscape, bringing
with them the opportunities to engage easily with colleagues across the globe and build
hybrid teams. So how do you ensure that your online meetings are engaging your audience?
What is likely to become the new standard of professionalism for these meetings? How will
you ensure that you meet these expectations for yourself and meet those of your agency? This
interactive and engaging workshop will show you how to connect in a meaningful and
authentic manner online, recognize the constraints and opportunities of online meetings, be
more polished and professional in your presentations and give you tips and tricks to be more
confident in your meeting set up.
Course Outcomes
 ססKnow how to set up their online environment for efficiency and impact
 ססBe aware of the limitations of online meetings and how to compensate for them
 ססModulate their participation to leverage the differences between a face to face meeting
and a digital environment
 ססDetermine their most professional and authentic style when presenting online
 ססUnderstand how to structure meetings to increase engagement with content and improve
effectiveness.
Benefits to You
Benefits to Your Organisation
 ססOnline meetings will be more authentic
 ססSet up your online meetings for a
and engaging, setting the scene for
consistent appearance and understand
professional discourse
how to use meetings effectively
 ססStaff will be more confident using
 ססUnderstand the differences between
technology and therefore the meetings will
online and face to face meetings and how
be more effective
to change your presentation technique to
suit
 ססStaff will understand how to set up
meetings that are more interactive to
 ססKnow how to avoid the 5 most common
maintain interest and engagement
mistakes people make in online meetings
 ססYour staff will understand what constitutes
 ססHave more confidence about your online
a personable but professional online
presence.
presence as we move forward out of
COVID lockdowns.
Course Details

Course Details
Index

Communication
Skills

N

T M

John Harman

Course Length
Pricing

Half-day
General pricing is available
on page 8 of this guide.

CAREER STAGE
FACILITATOR/S

N

T

Dr Felicity Morel

Course Length
Pricing

Half-day

Index

General pricing is available
on page 8 of this guide.

For course pricing, dates, and to register, please visit:

For course pricing, dates, and to register, please visit:

www.wa.ipaa.org.au/courses/How_to_Develop_Good_Report_Writing_Skills.aspx

www.wa.ipaa.org.au/courses/How_to_give_a_Great_Online_Presentation_in_the_Public_Sector.aspx
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Negotiating with
Confidence

Communication
Skills

Presenting to Influence and
Persuade with Confidence

Effective negotiation with colleagues, managers or key stakeholders can be one of the biggest
communication challenges in the workplace. During this one day interactive program you will
be reviewing your own negotiation skills and planning for a negotiation using a formal
process. You will also assess your own personal style and how this impacts on your
negotiation approach and outcomes. This course is suitable for people with little formal
negotiation training.

The ability to communicate and to persuade an audience in a presentation is one of the most
valued within the public service and is often a significant factor in considering people for
promotion. Without the knowledge of how to structure your presentation and overcome your
nervousness, the opportunity to inform, influence and persuade your listeners may be lost.
This workshop demonstrates in detail how to organise and deliver a presentation that
achieves its purpose.

Course Outcomes
 ססState types of negotiation approaches and chose an appropriate manner to suit your
circumstances
 ססIdentify the types of negotiation scenarios and situations that create discomfort for you
 ססIdentify helpful thinking and behaviours to employ during negotiation
 ססDevelop a comprehensive negotiation plan
 ססPractice your negotiation skills in a safe environment.

Course Outcomes
 ססPlan, prepare and deliver a well-structured, informative and persuasive presentation
 ססLearn how to influence an audience and guide it towards understanding and accepting the
presentation’s purpose
 ססOvercome the natural fear that many presenters experience
 ססBecome adept at finding the right words and phrases to persuade listeners
 ססAchieve a higher level of self-confidence through knowing how to prepare yourself
mentally, physically and emotionally.

Benefits to You
 ססLeave the session with a plan for an actual
negotiation that you are wanting to
undertake
 ססIdentify how your personal style impacts
on your negotiation approach and how
you can draw on other behaviours/thinking
to get a different outcome.

Benefits to You
 ססEnhanced self-confidence when speaking
in public
 ססBetter understanding of the techniques of
persuading through the power of spoken
word
 ססLearn the logical sequences of planning a
persuasive presentation.

“

Benefits to Your Organisation
 ססStructured and planned negotiation
approach and strategy
 ססThe ability to consider the needs of all
parties in the negotiation

This course gave me alternative ways to respond when confronted with difficult situations in
negotiations.

”

Associated Courses
 ססIntelligent Influence
 ססDeveloping Good Communication Skills in the Workplace
Course Details
Index

CAREER STAGE
FACILITATOR/S
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Communication
Skills

N

T M

“

John’s professional yet approachable manner throughout the whole workshop was
outstanding, created an atmosphere of confidence in the room. I left feeling motivated to
craft new presentation material and with a more confident outlook on presenting.

”

Associated Courses
 ססDeveloping Good Communication Skills in the Workplace
 ססIntelligent Influence
Course Details

Course Length

Karen Schwenke

Benefits to Your Organisation
 ססGood public speakers reflect well on the
credibility of the organisation and gives
the organisation an edge
 ססDeliver presentations that will persuade
the audience to view the organisation
favourably and act positively on its behalf.

Pricing

Full-day
General pricing is available
on page 8 of this guide.

CAREER STAGE
FACILITATOR/S

N

T

John Harman

Course Length
Pricing

Full-day

Index

General pricing is available
on page 8 of this guide.

For course pricing, dates, and to register, please visit:

For course pricing, dates, and to register, please visit:

www.wa.ipaa.org.au/courses/Negotiating_with_Confidence.aspx

www.wa.ipaa.org.au/courses/Presenting_to_Influence_and_Persuade_with_Confidence.aspx
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NEW WORKSHOP

NEW WORKSHOP

Structure & Storytelling:
Writing to Engage

Skilled Minutes Taking

Communication
Skills

Most people are called on to take minutes at a meeting at some time in their career,
sometimes with little or no notice. For many people it is the worst part of their job but with
some training it can be manageable and satisfying. This engaging course is for public sector
employees whose role may require them to take minutes regularly or on occasion. It combines
exercises, critiques, templates and advice to help participants to take effective minutes for
both on-line and in-person meetings. This course is about the minutes and nothing but the
minutes.
Course Outcomes
 ססUnderstand the importance of accurate minutes
 ססRecognise critical information that must be minuted
 ססLearn tips and techniques to make minute-taking effective and easy
 ססDevelop an ‘on-the-spot’ minute template for those unexpected minute-taking tasks
 ססGain experience in minute-taking through participation in exercises.

Benefits to You
 ססApply new knowledge to improve the
quality the minutes you are taking
 ססUnderstand what is required of minutetaking, what to leave in and what to leave
out
 ססLess stress when you are called on to take
minutes

“
Index

Useful templates and exercises. Trainer covered all topics very well.

Storytelling is used in professional writing as a way to create well organised and focused
writing that engages the audience. This workshop explores the process and structure of
storytelling and outlines a framework for writing. Through a series of writing exercises and
discussion you will reflect on their own writing practices and identify opportunities for using
storytelling. You will learn about the science behind storytelling, the elements and structure
of a story, how to identify and focus on the reader’s needs, how storytelling can be used
across a range of texts, and more.
Course Outcomes
 ססUse a storytelling structure to plan and write different types of texts
 ססWrite engaging texts that connect with the reader
 ססIdentify opportunities to use storytelling to help focus you as a writer
 ססUnderstand how different elements of writing contribute to the overall quality of a piece of
writing
Benefits to You
 ססIncreased ability to work independently
 ססIncreased confidence in writing and
editing skills
 ססIncreased productivity in all aspects of
writing and editing.

Associated Courses
 ססWriting With Style: The Power of Plain English

Course Details

Course Details

CAREER STAGE

N

Course Length

Lesley Smith

Pricing

Benefits to Your Organisation
 ססReduce time that managers spend editing
and rewriting documents
 ססCreate a shared understanding of what
constitutes good writing
 ססProject a consistently professional image
through written material.

”

Associated Courses
 ססAdministrative Support for Committees

FACILITATOR/S

24

Benefits to Your Organisation
 ססImproved operation of committees
 ססDocumentation better represents the
deliberations and decisions of the
committee

Communication
Skills

Half-day
General pricing is available
on page 8 of this guide.

CAREER STAGE
FACILITATOR/S

T M

L

Amberley Laverick

Course Length
Pricing

Full-day

Index

General pricing is available
on page 8 of this guide.

For course pricing, dates, and to register, please visit:

For course pricing, dates, and to register, please visit:

www.wa.ipaa.org.au/courses/Skilled_Minute_Taking.aspx

www.wa.ipaa.org.au/courses/Structure_and_Storytelling_colo_Writing_to_Engage.aspx
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Writing Ministerial
Letters and Briefings

Communication
Skills

Writing Skills for Government

This one day course is for middle-level public sector employees who do not have extensive
writing experience in writing ministerial letters and briefings. The course will provide
participants with a sound understanding of the role, purposes and types of ministerial letters
and briefings they will be asked to write. They will gain a good understanding of the different
requirements and approaches required for success in each of these quite different writing
tasks, and be able to apply their knowledge in the workplace.
Course Outcomes
 ססUnderstand the purposes, importance and types of Ministerial letters and briefings and the
differences between them
 ססKnow the characteristics of well written Ministerial letters and briefings which meet the
needs of the Minister and the agency
 ססUnderstand how to decide what is important and relevant and what can be left out
 ססUnderstand and apply the techniques and strategies that result in high level writing skills,
particularly in relation to Ministerial letters and briefings.
Benefits to You
 ססUnderstand what makes a quality and
effective ministerial letter and briefing
 ססApply that knowledge and your skills to
improve your ministerial letters and
briefings immediately
 ססBecome an effective writer with the
capacity for continual improvement of your
writing.

Benefits to Your Organisation
 ססYour manager will not be spending time
editing or returning your work to be
rewritten, resulting in increased
productivity for you and your manager
 ססYour documents will better represent your
agency and your Minister.

“

I really benefited from the practical side of the workshop. This made it easier to learn about when to
write ministerial letters and briefings and how to write them. In particular, I think having a template was a
great way to know how to develop a letter or briefing and something I will be able to put into practice.

”

Associated Courses
 ססWriting Skills for Government
Course Details
Index

CAREER STAGE
FACILITATOR/S
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Communication
Skills

Writing is at the heart of what government does and is a critically important skill for public
servants. This course introduces participants to ministerial correspondence and briefings,
parliamentary questions, annual reporting and other writing outputs. Updated for 2020,
participants will receive a comprehensive overview of the key principles, techniques and skills
required to produce effective and quality writing in the government setting. Participants will
undertake a series of practical exercises that will allow them to put these skills and insights into
practice and will gain the confidence to put these techniques into practice in the workplace.
Course Outcomes
 ססUnderstand the importance of good writing skills to your role
 ססUnderstand the principles and keys that underpin good writing, so they can raise the
quality and impact of their written work
 ססBe able to identify the right approach and style to apply to writing in a government
context, so as to produce the right type of writing for each situation
 ססHave developed the improved understanding and confidence to continue to improve their
writing skills.
Benefits to You
 ססYou will have the insight and skills to
improve your writing skills immediately
 ססYou will become an effective writer with
the capacity for continual improvement of
your writing
 ססYou will be familiar with a wide range of
government writing requirements
 ססYou will be able to apply your knowledge
and highly transferable skills to the range
of government writing tasks.
Associated Courses
 ססWriting Ministerial Letters and Briefings
 ססHow to Develop Good Report Writing Skills

Benefits to Your Organisation
 ססYour manager will not be spending time
editing or returning your work to be
rewritten, resulting in increased
productivity for you and your manager
 ססYour documents will better represent your
agency and your Minister

“

The whole day was useful, there wasn’t a
component that will not be useful for me in my
Government role.

”

Course Details
N

T

Lesley Smith or
Susan Barrera

Course Length
Pricing

Full-day
General pricing is available
on page 8 of this guide.

CAREER STAGE
FACILITATOR/S

N
Lesley Smith or
Susan Barrera

Course Length
Pricing

For course pricing, dates, and to register, please visit:

For course pricing, dates, and to register, please visit:

www.wa.ipaa.org.au/courses/Writing_Ministerial_Letters_and_Briefings.aspx

www.wa.ipaa.org.au/courses/Writing_Skills_for_Government.aspx

Full-day

Index

General pricing is available
on page 8 of this guide.
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NEW WORKSHOP

Writing With Style: The
Power of Plain English

Communication
Skills

Cultural Competency and
Responsiveness in the Public Sector

This practical workshop focuses on the skills needed for effective written communication.
Whatever you are writing, you need to make sure you put your reader first. This workshop
shows you how to write the kind of English that communicates effectively with a reader that
is clear and concise. You will learn how to streamline your written work by following some
straightforward rules, and how to structure a piece of writing for maximum readability and
impact. It includes practical exercises, and a set of notes for you to use after the course.
Course Outcomes
 ססUse time and effort efficiently when writing and rewriting
 ססWrite material that is reader-centred
 ססEdit documents for readability, content, structure and style
 ססProduce written material that communicates effectively with a range of readers.

Benefits to You
 ססIncreased ability to work independently
 ססIncreased confidence in writing and
editing skills
 ססIncreased productivity in all aspects of
work that involve writing.

“

Benefits to Your Organisation
 ססReduce time that managers spend editing
and rewriting documents produced by
their team members
 ססCreate a shared understanding of and
approach to writing
 ססProject a consistently professional image
through written material.

It was all beneficial. The training facilitator was very engaging and knowledgeable.

”

Associated Courses
 ססStructure & Storytelling: Writing to Engage
 ססWriting Skills for Government
Course Details
Index

CAREER STAGE
FACILITATOR/S
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N

T M

L

Amberley Laverick

Diversity &
Inclusion

Cultural Competency and responsiveness training will assist you to understand and
communicate better with people from other cultures. This course will equip you with the
requisite attitudes, knowledge and skills to deliver culturally competent services and
engagement with colleagues, clients and communities. Prior to the workshop you will
complete a survey to ensure the course delivery can realise context and relevance. A handout
will be provided with references, checklist and tips to support your cultural capabilities.
Cultural Advisors will also present their stories and insights into their culture. Finally, the
course will be interactive and provide opportunities to raise issues and engage in discussions.
Course Outcomes
 ססApply understanding of legislative and policy impacts to work practices to improve
outcomes for culturally and linguistically diverse people.
 ססUnderstand the difference between migrants and former refugees’ settlement in Western
Australia
 ססGain a deeper understanding of the importance of cultural competency and responsiveness.
 ססDevelop reflective practices to recognise unconscious bias and develop cultural curiosity
and sensitivity.
 ססImprove Intercultural communication that contributes to productive and harmonious
relations between colleagues, employees and clients.
Benefits to You
 ססReflect on how your culture impacts your
relationship to people from other cultures.
 ססLearn to include culture in all your
planning and service delivery
 ססDevelop strategies & techniques for
intercultural communication.

Benefits to Your Organisation
 ססUnderstand culturally diverse people’s
needs and know how to respond
 ססDeliver better service to diverse
communities
 ססPrevent communication mistakes by
understanding cross-cultural
communication
 ססIncrease productivity by understanding
and harnessing a diverse workforce.
Associated Courses
 ססHow to Achieve Diversity and Inclusion in the Public Sector
Course Details

Course Length
Pricing

Full-day
General pricing is available
on page 8 of this guide.

CAREER STAGE
FACILITATOR/S

T M
Deborah Pyatt

Course Length
Pricing

Half-day

Index

General pricing is available
on page 8 of this guide.

For course pricing, dates, and to register, please visit:

For course pricing, dates, and to register, please visit:

www.wa.ipaa.org.au/courses/Writing_With_Style_colo_The_Power_of_Plain_English.aspx

www.wa.ipaa.org.au/courses/Cultural_Competency_and_Responsiveness_in_the_Public_Sector.aspx
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NEW WORKSHOP

NEW WORKSHOP

Empowering Women for
Leadership in the Public Sector

Gender and Sexual Diversity
Inclusion in the Public Sector

If we are to truly embrace diversity, we need to move beyond compliance and toward a
collective recognition of the true value that capable women bring to leadership roles. This
workshop provides women with the opportunity to further their aptitude in the leadership
space by supporting participants in clarifying their personal leadership brand and developing
an action plan for embedding it into the workplace. By interacting with two powerful models,
participants will be guided through activities that encourage personal and professional
applications with a view to enabling them to be the best leader they can.
This training supports the Public Sector Commission ‘Workforce Diversification and Inclusion
Strategy for WA Public Sector Employment 2020-2025’ by working towards increasing the
representation and inclusion of women at leadership levels of the WA public sector.

Despite the great leaps Australia has made in the last 50 years around inclusion and diversity,
LGBTIQA+ people still report high levels of discrimination, exclusion and poorer mental health
outcomes compared to the general population. This program will equip you with the
knowledge and skills so individuals and teams can work more inclusively with LGBTIQA+
community members and co-workers. The training is activity-based, with small group
discussions, questions, and videos of LGBTIQA+ people and their experiences, allowing you to
learn in an interactive and relaxed manner.
Course Outcomes
 ססDefine key terminology related to LGBTIQA+ diversity,
 ססUnderstand the ethical and legal obligations around LGBTIQA+ inclusion in the workplace,
 ססImprove knowledge around the experiences of LGBTIQA+ Australians today, regarding
experiences in the workplace and services
 ססPractice strategies to work inclusively with LGBTIQA+ staff, clients, and communities,
 ססHave a list of resources to support LGBTIQA+ inclusion.

Diversity &
Inclusion

Course Outcomes
 ססDefine your own unique brand of leadership style which focuses on how to leverage your
strengths in an authentic way
 ססUtilise the TLC Solutions Self-talk framework to promote self-awareness and personal
success through advancing the key skills of assertive communication, effective feedback,
and intelligent influence
 ססUtilise the TLC Solutions Mindset Model to shape organisational cultural through creating a
shared mindset around performance, leadership, connection, and relationships.
Benefits to You
 ססRecognise potential bias from both
within and externally, let go of
stereotypical or unhelpful views and
behaviours
 ססDevelop attitudes and skills that
harness your own strengths to
improve engagement, performance,
and retention of your team members
 ססImprove well-being and success
personally and professionally
 ססFoster a network of like-minded
leaders to further enhance your
strategic alliances
Course Details
Index

CAREER STAGE
FACILITATOR/S
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M

L

Heather McGregor-Bayne

Benefits to Your Organisation
 ססDemonstrate your commitment to
diversity and inclusion through active
support
 ססDevelop individual capability to
support a culture which embraces
respect, and encourages recognition
of the value of all team members
 ססSet your organisation on a path to
improved performance and
productivity.

Benefits to You
 ססLearn to work inclusively with LGBTIQA+
staff and clients,
 ססStrategies for addressing discrimination,
 ססGain a greater understanding and
empathy for LGBTIQA+ people and
community.

Diversity &
Inclusion

Benefits to Your Organisation
 ססBe able to deliver more inclusive services
to LGBTIQA+ community members
 ססHave strategies and tips on making the
workplace and practices more inclusive
 ססHave access to resources to help make
your organisation a more inclusive
workplace
 ססPromote a more inclusive workplace for
LGBTIQA+ staff members, potential
employers and clients

Associated Courses
 ססHow to Achieve Diversity and Inclusion in the Public Sector
Course Details

Course Length
Pricing

Full-day
General pricing is available
on page 8 of this guide.

Course Length

CAREER STAGE
FACILITATOR/S

Sexual Health Quarters
(SHQ)

Pricing

Half-day

Index

General pricing is available
on page 8 of this guide.

For course pricing, dates, and to register, please visit:

For course pricing, dates, and to register, please visit:

www.wa.ipaa.org.au/courses/Empowering_Women_for_Leadership_in_the_Public_Sector.aspx

www.wa.ipaa.org.au/courses/Gender_and_Sexual_Diversity_Inclusion_in_the_Public_Sector.aspx
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NEW WORKSHOP

Diversity &
Inclusion

How to Achieve Diversity and
Inclusion in the Public Sector

A diverse and inclusive workforce is critical for the success of the WA public sector. This
workshop course has been designed to assist Diversity and Inclusion Officers and HR
practitioners, in public sector agencies to effectively implement the action plans and
commence developing their own strategies for meeting this whole of government strategy
and initiative. Special guest presenter from the Diversity Council Australia will be joining the
workshop to share with participants cutting edge research on why diversity and inclusion is a
critical focus for your agency.
Course Outcomes
 ססArticulate the business case of diversity and inclusion for their agency
 ססCommunicate and begin the process of adopting a diversity and inclusive growth mindset
 ססIdentify three steps for turning the Diversity and Inclusion Strategy and plans into actions
within your own agencies
 ססIdentify barriers and actions to overcome these
 ססKnowledge of successful case studies and how to leverage off these.
Benefits to You
 ססHave a deep understand of diversity and
inclusion and why it benefits the Public
Sector; you and your team
 ססHave the opportunity to work on your own
plan in the diversity space
 ססAccess to key learning resources and best
practice learning in this space.

Benefits to Your Organisation
 ססClearly articulate the value proposition for
diversity and inclusion for your agency.
 ססAwareness of barriers to success and
determine some strategies for mitigating
these.
 ססEstablish a communities-of-practice across
the public sector to enable information
sharing of ideas and solutions.
 ססExplore change management processes to
address the PSC’s Workforce and
Diversification and Inclusion Strategy for
WA Public Sector Employment 2020-2025.

Associated Courses
 ססCultural Competency and Responsiveness in the Public Sector

CAREER STAGE
FACILITATOR/S

32

M
Ashleigh Brand &
Karen Schwenke

Course Length
Pricing

Full-day
General pricing is available
on page 8 of this guide.

Government
and Policy

This is an essential course for people who aspire to policy work, and is the first module of the
Institute’s highly regarded suite of policy skills courses developed for public sector
participants. You will gain a greater understanding of the policy making process and the
phases in policy development, implementation and evaluation. During the course you will
analyse a number of case studies relevant to practical policy work. If you are new to policy
and want to gain an idea of what policy work involves, this course is for you.
Course Outcomes
 ססUnderstand the theory underpinning public policy work and the practical realities of
working in a policy role
 ססAppreciate the policy development cycle
 ססUnderstand the hallmarks of policy success
 ססBecome familiar with the processes of policy consultation.

Benefits to You
Benefits to Your Organisation
 ססUnderstand the context in which
 ססStaff will have a better idea of when policy
government policy is developed
is needed
 ססKnow what skills and attributes are
 ססThey will understand what is required for
required for policy work
effective implementation of policy
 ססHave a better understanding of what
 ססThey will learn whether they are suited to
senior decision-makers are looking for in
policy work.
policy proposals.

“

Course via Zoom was fantastic, and was my preference (over face to face). It made it
easier for me to attend and I felt I got as much out of it as I would have in person.

”

Associated Courses
 ססWriting Policy Documents
 ססPolicy Evaluation
Course Details

Course Details
Index

Introduction to Policy Work

CAREER STAGE
FACILITATOR/S

N

T

Course Length

Jan Saggers

For course pricing, dates, and to register, please visit:

For course pricing, dates, and to register, please visit:

www.wa.ipaa.org.au/courses/How_to_Achieve_Diversity_and_Inclusion_in_the_Public_Sector.aspx

www.wa.ipaa.org.au/courses/Introduction_to_Policy_Work.aspx

Pricing

Full-day

Index

General pricing is available
on page 8 of this guide.
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Government
and Policy

Investigations and Procedural
Fairness: Your rights & obligations

It’s not a trial! It’s an administrative process.
This course will provide you with an insight on the application of procedural fairness during
the course of an investigation into staff behaviour, including communicating with employees
and representatives. It will explore the rights and obligations of investigators, managers and
Human Resource (HR) practitioners, as well as how the principles apply during the
investigations into staff behaviour.

Government and stakeholders are increasingly requiring public sector agencies to evaluate
their policies, strategies and new initiatives. This comprehensive and practical one-day course
will assist you to build in evaluation at the start of the policy development cycle, and plan a
high quality evaluation study. The course has been developed for public sector employees
involved in policy development or implementation as well as those who may need to
commission or plan an evaluation of a policy or strategy.
Course Outcomes
 ססBe aware of contemporary approaches to policy evaluation
 ססIdentify the key steps in planning an evaluation of a policy or strategy
 ססDevelop key questions for an evaluation brief
 ססHave practised the skills to write an evaluation brief
 ססTake away practical tools and templates that are helpful in producing high quality
evaluation.

Benefits to You
 ססImproved understanding of your rights and
obligations as an investigator, manager or
HR practitioner.
 ססImproved understanding of administrative
review principles and practices and their
application to workplace investigations.
 ססIncreased confidence in dealing with
parties to investigations and procedural
fairness issues as they arise during the
course of an investigation.

Benefits to You
 ססYou will understand the multiple uses of
evaluation in policy work
 ססYou will be able to plan an evaluation
study for policies within your organisation
 ססYou will understand how to make
evaluation studies more powerful
influences in policy development and
review.

Benefits to Your Organisation
 ססBuild internal capability to conduct and/or
case manage workplace investigations.
 ססImproved agency decision making.
 ססIncreased confidence in its management of
responses to allegations.

The chance to work though and create an evaluation proposal in groups was extremely valuable
as it generated a lot of discussion and reinforced a better understanding of the evaluation process.

”

Course Details
CAREER STAGE
FACILITATOR/S

M

L

Paul O’Connor &
Susan Kurtjak

Benefits to Your Organisation
 ססYour organisation will understand the
value of a strategic approach to policy
evaluation
 ססResources for evaluation studies may be
allocated more efficiently and effectively
 ססYour organisation will be able to use
evaluation in developing a learning
environment.

“

“
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Government
and Policy

Course Outcomes
 ססUnderstanding the legislative framework and how the various elements intersect
 ססAdministration of the principles of administrative decision making during workplace
investigations: Procedural Fairness, Standard of Proof and findings of fact, and the rights
and obligations of the investigator, manager and HR practitioners
 ססWhen “reasonable management action” is not harassment or discrimination
 ססOut of hours conduct and behaviour
 ססDiscussion of recent Commission and High Court decisions

The course covered the topic well. It provided useful reading material and
also gave some great advice regarding websites, tools to assist etc.

Index

Policy Evaluation

Course Length
Pricing

Half-day
General pricing is available
on page 8 of this guide.

”

Associated Courses
 ססIntroduction to Policy Work
 ססWriting Policy Documents
Course Details
CAREER STAGE
FACILITATOR/S

N

T M

L

Prof. Rick Cummings

For course pricing, dates, and to register, please visit:

For course pricing, dates, and to register, please visit:

www.wa.ipaa.org.au/courses/Investigations_and_Procedural_Fairness_colo_Your_Rights_+_Obligations.aspx

www.wa.ipaa.org.au/courses/Policy_Evaluation.aspx

Course Length
Pricing

Full-day

Index

General pricing is available
on page 8 of this guide.
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Policy in Practice

Writing Policy Documents

Government
and Policy

Six Day Program held over three months

This one-day course is part of IPAA’s popular suite of practical policy courses for the public
sector. The course identifies the range of policy documents public sector employees might be
required to prepare. It also includes practical work in designing and preparing policy
documents. If you are new to the public sector and/or new to a policy role this course will
assist you to develop the necessary knowledge and skills required to produce effective, high
quality policy documents.
Course Outcomes
 ססUnderstand the different types of policy documents in relation to the policy cycle
 ססIdentify the key features of a good policy document
 ססIdentify key processes followed to develop a policy draft
 ססUnderstand the quality control issues.

Benefits to You
 ססYou will produce more effective policy
documents
 ססYou will understand the different types of
policy documents used in government
 ססYou will understand the process involved
in developing a policy statement, proposal
or initiative.

“

Benefits to Your Organisation
 ססYou will produce more effective policy
documents
 ססYou will understand when a policy
document is needed
 ססYou will understand how to write for a
range of audiences from ministers to the
general public.

Demystified the policy process, and educated me on fundamentals of policy work.

”

Associated Courses
 ססIntroduction to Policy Work
 ססPolicy Evaluation
Course Details
Index

CAREER STAGE
FACILITATOR/S
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Policy in Practice (PiP) is developed to support public servants and aspiring policy leaders in
understanding policy development, regulatory and service delivery in the modern public
sector. PiP explores the interplay between established policy development and service
delivery models, and the modern public sector. It places an emphasis on influence, the
political environment and the fast paced world of contemporary policy development cycles.
Through case studies, practical exercises and the real-world experiences of the facilitators,
you will come away with enhanced knowledge and skills, new tools, frameworks and
guidelines to significantly increase your policy leadership capability. You will also develop a
much deeper understanding of the real-world policy environment, including a first-hand look
at what really happens during the stages of public policy formation.
Course Outcomes
 ססLearn how to approach policy design and delivery in innovative ways
 ססDevelop a practical knowledge of innovative frameworks and approaches to resolving
strategic policy problems
 ססUnderstand the theory and practice of policy development, regulatory and service delivery
 ססDevelop a deep understanding of the range of internal and external drivers that influence
the making and delivery of policy
 ססRecognise the different stages that underpin contemporary policy development
 ססBroaden your understanding of the Government in WA
 סס...plus much more; refer to our website for details.

“

The policy course was very inspiring and I was so grateful to be able to participate. I think the
synergy between a politician and an ex-DG running it really put it above the bar, as we really got to
hear about the tension between politics and good policy. Also the special guests were insightful and
honest, and I learnt so much from each of them as well as getting even more respect for their roles.
David and Rhys themselves were good fun, I was grateful that they were candid with us about their
experiences of things going wrong as well as when it went right, and gave us a window into the life
of a politician or high-level decision maker. The material had just the right balance between theory
and practice, with great case studies from across the country. There was a strong emphasis on policy
objective, implementation plan, and monitoring/evaluation, which can be easily neglected when
writing and implementing policy, and is important not only for policy writers but also other public
2019 PiP Participant
sector employees to understand.

”

Course Details
N

T

Susan Barrera

Course Length
Pricing

Full-day
General pricing is available
on page 8 of this guide.

Government
and Policy

CAREER STAGE
FACILITATOR/S

T M

L

Hon. David Bartlett and
Rhys Edwards

For course pricing, dates, and to register, please visit:

For course pricing, dates, and to register, please visit:

www.wa.ipaa.org.au/courses/Writing_Policy_Documents.aspx

www.wa.ipaa.org.au/Policy-in-Practice.aspx

Course Length
Pricing

6 Full-days

Index

Pricing is available
online (link below).
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Accountability: Building
a Performance Culture

Leadership &
Management

This introductory workshop aims to introduce participants to the principles and basic process of
strategic planning. It is aimed primarily at participants who wish to learn about strategic
planning but are not necessarily responsible for running a full strategic planning process. This
course will cover the TLC Solutions Strategic Planning tool and process and will help you to clarify
the ‘how’ of the strategic planning session. You will learn to identify and prioritise strategic
issues and the essential criteria to conduct a strategic planning process.

Course Outcomes
 ססUnderstand the importance of personal accountability and the consequences of a lack of
accountability
 ססBe able to recognise the symptoms of a culture devoid of accountability
 ססDevelop a set of strategies to establish accountability and hold team members to account.

Course Outcomes
 ססUnderstand the importance of strategic planning process
 ססUnderstand the basic process of strategic planning
 ססBe able to articulate the value of strategic planning
 ססBe able to contribute to the planning of a strategy day.

Benefits to You
 ססAccepting personal accountability builds
your value to the organisation and
increases your productivity and personal
effectiveness
 ססAccountability will help you to rise above
challenges and direct influence on your
surroundings.

Benefits to You
 ססUnderstand the value of strategic planning
and have a basic understanding of the
process involved in strategic planning.

Benefits to Your Organisation
 ססIncreased focus on results, performance
and delivery of outcomes
 ססLess blame, denial, confusion and other
symptoms of a lack of accountability
 ססMore action, ownership, responsibility,
trust, freedom and productivity.

The course provided an interesting and new perspective on how to generate
results from others without having to hold authority over them.

”

I learnt a lot relating to strategic planning, from barely knowing anything about it prior to the
workshop. The facilitator was good at communicating with everyone in a digital context, I’m sure it’s
not easy, but we were able to stay engaged the whole time.

”

Associated Courses
 ססAdvanced Strategic Planning
 ססIntelligent Influence

Course Details

Course Details

CAREER STAGE

M

L

Alistair Box or Greg Bayne

Course Length
Pricing

Full-day
General pricing is available
on page 8 of this guide.

Benefits to Your Organisation
 ססParticipants will have a better
understanding of how your agency works
and how strategically and operationally
that affects desired outcomes.

“

Associated Courses
 ססLeadership: What Every New and Experienced Manager Needs to Know

FACILITATOR/S
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Leadership &
Management

A performance culture is one in which individuals deliver on their promises. This workshop
provides participants with an understanding of what is required to create a performance
culture through clearly articulated work requests and being prepared to evaluate
performance, provide meaningful feedback and importantly, hold individuals to account. This
workshop is targeted at managers and leaders who wish to drive performance by taking
personal accountability for their role and empowering their team members to take control.

“

Index

Introduction to
Strategic Planning

CAREER STAGE
FACILITATOR/S

N

T M

L

Alistair Box

Course Length
Pricing

For course pricing, dates, and to register, please visit:

For course pricing, dates, and to register, please visit:

www.wa.ipaa.org.au/courses/Accountability_colo_Building_a_Performance_Culture.aspx

www.wa.ipaa.org.au/courses/Introduction_to_Strategic_Planning.aspx

Half-day

Index

General pricing is available
on page 8 of this guide.
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Advanced Strategic Planning

Leadership &
Management

In this current climate where we are required to do more with less, knowing how to maximise
your team and individual team member’s potential is critical to organisational survival. This
workshop provides a comprehensive overview of the strategies necessary to rapidly develop
and lead a team to success and to maximise the performance of individual team members.
Participants will have the opportunity to reflect on their own team and come away with
strategies and practical tools to implement immediately to optimise performance.

Course Outcomes
 ססUnderstand how to conduct a strategic planning process
 ססUnderstand what the essential criteria are that need to be addressed
 ססIdentify and prioritise strategic issues
 ססDetermine a strategy for key issues
 ססBetter understand how to develop skills and resources to deal with the future.

Course Outcomes
 ססUnderstand the critical attributes of high performing teams
 ססUnderstand their role in accelerating the team’s development and capability
 ססAssess the unique needs of their team and identify opportunities for improvement
 ססImplement a range of strategies to enhance team performance.

Benefits to You
 ססClarify the ‘how’ of the strategy planning
session
 ססLearn how to identify and prioritise
strategic issues
 ססBe able to determine a strategy for a
chosen number of key issues.

Benefits to You
 ססA clear understanding of the attributes of
high performing teams and the symptoms
of underperformance
 ססA clear understanding of your role in
developing a high performing team
 ססA framework for evaluating your team’s
competence and effectiveness.

Benefits to Your Organisation
 ססParticipants will have a better
understanding of how your agency works
and how strategically and operationally
that affects desired outcomes
 ססUnderstand capabilities of self and
business, and practical implementation.

The structure and formats for strategic planning and the detail around approaches to be used
when facilitating the key stakeholder groups were most useful.

CAREER STAGE
FACILITATOR/S

T M

L

Benefits to Your Organisation
 ססRapid and purposeful team development
and enhancement
 ססAligned teams with shared purpose and
clarity with regard to an agreed way of
working
 ססIncreased team cohesion and capacity to
work together as a high performing team.

“

”

Associated Courses
 ססIntelligent Influence
 ססIntroduction to Strategic Planning
Course Details

40

Leadership &
Management

The Strategic Planning workshop provides a comprehensive overview of the strategic planning
process for participants either about to embark or in the process of developing a strategic
planning. The workshop is aimed at participants who are responsible for strategic planning
within an organisation. The participants need to be able to bring either their current strategic
plan (that perhaps requires updating) or draft start of strategic planning documents to work
on throughout the workshop.

“

Index

Building and Leading High
Performance Teams

Very valuable models that I will apply in my worksite. Alistair
answered queries thoughtfully and had good examples.

”

Associated Courses
 ססChange Management for Team Leaders
 ססGetting Started in Project Management
Course Details
Course Length

Greg Bayne

Pricing

Full-day
General pricing is available
on page 8 of this guide.

CAREER STAGE
FACILITATOR/S

M

L

Alistair Box or
Heather McGregor-Bayne

Course Length
Pricing

Full-day

Index

General pricing is available
on page 8 of this guide.

For course pricing, dates, and to register, please visit:

For course pricing, dates, and to register, please visit:

www.wa.ipaa.org.au/courses/Advanced_Strategic_Planning.aspx

www.wa.ipaa.org.au/courses/Building_and_Leading_High_Performance_Teams.aspx
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Change Management
for Team Leaders

Leadership &
Management

Coaching Style of Leadership

Why is it that many change programs fail or don’t achieve the outcomes sought by the
organisation? There are some important elements that need to be considered when managing
or leading a change process. This course will assist the participant in designing a change
process to suit their organisational context. A key deliverable of this workshop will be the
development of a customised change management plan. This interactive workshop has been
developed to assist you to plan for a change process in your organisation/situation.
Course Outcomes
 ססIdentify the key elements of a successful change process
 ססDetermine the readiness for change in your organisation
 ססDetermine the context of change and organisational fit
 ססPlan for a change program/process
 ססIdentify the monitoring required for a change program
 ססPlan for engaging key stakeholders
 ססState what is important to consider when leading change.
Benefits to You
 ססDesign a step-by-step change process to
suit your organisational context
 ססUse the workbook as a change
management plan document
 ססHave the opportunity to work on and
discuss your own change process.

Benefits to Your Organisation
 ססChange management plans that are
aligned with organisational intents and
strategy
 ססChange management strategy that
engages with stakeholders
 ססPlanning for a focus on managing risk
during the change management process.

“

The hands on approach was excellent and Karen constantly challenged us which was
great. Her ability to customise it to suit all participants knowledge was well done.

”

Associated Courses
 ססDealing with Change in the Workplace
 ססBuilding and Leading High Performance Teams
Course Details
Index

CAREER STAGE
FACILITATOR/S
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T M

L

Karen Schwenke

Leadership &
Management

This workshop is targeted at any manager or leader who has someone reporting directly to
them and is interested in developing a coaching style of leadership but has not had any
previous coaching training. You will come away with a comprehensive understanding of two
coaching approaches for applying the coaching style of leadership to gain commitment and
draw out the best in others. The workshop is a facilitated process whereby the participants
are actively involved throughout the session with a significant focus on practical application
of the skills.
Course Outcomes
 ססUnderstand the benefits of using a coaching style of leadership
 ססKnow when to use this style
 ססUnderstand and use two different coaching approaches.

Benefits to You
 ססLearn how to develop team members who
are motivated and committed to their work
 ססImproved communication and relationships
with team members
 ססPractice skills learnt during the workshop.

Benefits to Your Organisation
 ססEnhanced leadership skills
 ססEnhanced motivation and commitment
from team members.

“

I found that in addition to me finding the course naturally appealing, the course material
and slides were useful resources. In addition, the presenter was very knowledgeable and
I found him to present the course in a very engaging and informative manner.

”

Associated Courses
 ססOptimising Performance Through Hard Conversations
 ססBuilding and Leading High Performance Teams
Course Details

Course Length
Pricing

Full-day
General pricing is available
on page 8 of this guide.

CAREER STAGE
FACILITATOR/S

T M

L

Kath Polglase or
Heather McGregor-Bayne

Course Length
Pricing

For course pricing, dates, and to register, please visit:

For course pricing, dates, and to register, please visit:

www.wa.ipaa.org.au/courses/Change_Management_for_Team_Leaders.aspx

www.wa.ipaa.org.au/courses/Coaching_Style_of_Leadership.aspx

Full-day

Index

General pricing is available
on page 8 of this guide.
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NEW WORKSHOP

Leadership &
Management

Collaborative Leadership: Create
a Culture to Empower Employees

Inclusive leadership creates an environment where people from diverse backgrounds feel safe,
valued and respected, and are able to freely express their unique selves in their workplace after all, it is the leader who sets the tone, who models curiosity and interest in the diverse
perspectives, and creates a safe space for all team members to be heard. In today’s changing
and complex world leading in an inclusive manner and creating an inclusive environment is
not an easy task. This workshop provides a practical framework to understand the critical
mindsets of the inclusive leader and specifically, what leaders can do in their efforts to
develop inclusive workplaces.

Course Outcomes
 ססUnderstand how effective teams operate and apply this knowledge at your work
 ססCreate and work in organisational structures that foster accountability and empowerment
 ססUse spoken communication that enhances teamwork, collaboration and commitment
 ססIdentify and deal with issues that arise when teams come under pressure
 ססUnderstand the roles people play in teams and use this understanding in your work
 ססFacilitate and take part in meetings that are effective and inclusive
 ססDevelop an approach to teamwork that aligns with your values and personal attributes.

Course Outcomes
 ססUnderstand what inclusion is, and how it is related to the concepts of diversity, identity and
equity.
 ססArticulate the evidence supporting the value of efforts to develop inclusive leaders and an
inclusive work environment.
 ססExplain the 3 Elements of Inclusion.
 ססIdentify the 5 mindsets of inclusive leaders, how these can be developed, and where to
look for evidence of improvement.
 ססArticulate their own Inclusive Leadership Action Plan.

Benefits to You
 ססUse time at work in a more effective and
satisfying way
 ססHave the tools to identify and deal with
teamwork problems
 ססAdapt your work practice to better suit
your abilities and personality
 ססBuild resilience to difficult issues around
leadership and collaboration
 ססIncrease confidence when making
decisions as part of a team.

Benefits to You
 ססBuild a harmonious work environment
where all people are valued and respected
 ססLeverage the diverse talents that reside
within your team
 ססImprove decision making, critical thinking,
creativity and problem solving in your
team
 ססBuild a sense of engagement and
commitment amongst team members
 ססLead your team and your organisation with
respect and integrity.

CAREER STAGE
FACILITATOR/S
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Leadership &
Management

The way we work is changing fast. We are operating in a world, where complexity and
interconnectedness are increasing exponentially. Today work flows sideways across
departments, as much as up and down the chain of command, and we now need decisions
made quickly and responsibly at all levels. We need new ways of organising people and
teams, and a fresh approach to leadership. In this workshop you will learn how a team-centric
approach works, and how collaborative leadership can create more efficient and effective
organisations. With this model, we see that leadership is not what a person in power does.
Rather, it is a dynamic process between people that directs and aligns their work.

Benefits to Your Organisation
 ססHarness the full potential of your staff by
applying new self-management models
 ססDevelop a work culture that empowers
employees and attracts high performers
 ססAvoid the unwanted issues that go with
micro-management
 ססMaximise efficiency through the full use of
employee skills and abilities
 ססLift engagement and work satisfaction
across the organisation.

Course Details
Index

Develop your Inclusive
Leadership Mindset

Benefits to Your Organisation
 ססRealise the investment in Diversity through
inclusive leadership
 ססEnsure values of fairness and respect are
operationalised through leaders’ actions
 ססEnsure all employees experience a sense of
psychological safety, feel valued and
connected to others
 ססThrough leadership, develop a culture
where employees have a voice and express
themselves with confidence as their
authentic selves.

Course Details
T M

L

Suzy Roche

Course Length
Pricing

Full-day
General pricing is available
on page 8 of this guide.

CAREER STAGE
FACILITATOR/S

M

L

Alistair Box

Course Length
Pricing

Full-day

Index

General pricing is available
on page 8 of this guide.

For course pricing, dates, and to register, please visit:

For course pricing, dates, and to register, please visit:

www.wa.ipaa.org.au/courses/Collaborative_Leadership_colo_Create_a_Culture_to_Empower_Employees.aspx

www.wa.ipaa.org.au/courses/Develop_your_Inclusive_Leadership_Mindset.aspx
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Leadership: What Every New and
Experienced Manager Needs to Know

Intelligent Influence

Leadership &
Management

More than ever the need for effective influence is a critical leadership requirement,
particularly for those working in departments or agencies that use a matrix structure, or in
organisations where staff need to influence across a range of divisions/areas and across
levels. In the modern business context, outcomes are achieved through relationships and
networks, not power and control. This workshop provides a high impact model of influence
incorporating practical tools and strategies for more effective influence – sustainable
influence without the use of power and authority.
Course Outcomes
 ססHave an understanding of how to build the critical conditions for improved influencing
 ססEvaluate any influencing challenge and understand their influencing gaps
 ססDevelop strategies to build influencing capability across a range of competencies
 ססUnderstand the relationship between thinking preference, communication and influence.

Benefits to You
 ססGain insight into how you think, behave
and influence those around you
 ססUnderstand how to communicate in a way
that demonstrates both sustainable
credibility, but also generates curiosity.

Benefits to Your Organisation
 ססUse story-telling in a dynamic manner in
the workplace to inspire and lead people
effectively
 ססimproved communication flow throughout
the organisation
 ססDevelop individual action plans based on
the individual gaps.

“

Course provided valuable information and insights into ways of connecting with and
influencing in changing scenarios. It gave me insights and tools to develop my delivery and
communication to have a greater impact on delivering and engaging with stakeholders.

”

Associated Courses
 ססBuilding and Leading High Performance Teams
 ססCoaching Style of Leadership
Course Details
Index

CAREER STAGE
FACILITATOR/S
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N

T M

L

Greg Bayne or
Heather McGregor-Bayne

Course Length
Pricing

Full-day
General pricing is available
on page 8 of this guide.

Leadership &
Management

This workshop will provide a comprehensive overview of key strategies necessary for
successfully leading a team in these volatile and uncertain times. You will be provided with a
framework that will assist with increasing your understanding of how and when to apply
different leadership styles. It will be of particular relevance to those new to leadership and
management roles but also to anyone who needs to lead people to meet performance goals,
achieve organisational change or overcome significant challenges.
Course Outcomes
 ססHave a comprehensive understanding of strategies for leading a team successfully
 ססUnderstand the framework on how and when to apply different leadership styles
 ססCome away with a range of strategies and practical tools to implement immediately in the
workplace.

Benefits to You
 ססExplore what makes a great leader
 ססUnderstand various leadership styles
 ססLearn strategies for maximising
performance
 ססBuild leadership competence and
confidence.

Benefits to Your Organisation
 ססImmediately be able to apply tools learnt
on the course in day-to-day leadership
 ססBe able to lead people to meet
performance goals, change or significant
challenges.

“

I learnt a lot and really enjoyed the course, it’s a testament to the instructor and the material
that it was so engaging even though it was online. I would recommend this course to colleagues.

”

Associated Courses
 ססBuilding and Leading High Performance Teams
 ססOptimising Performance Through Hard Conversations
Course Details
CAREER STAGE
FACILITATOR/S

T M

L

Alistair Box or Greg Bayne

Course Length
Pricing

Full-day

Index

General pricing is available
on page 8 of this guide.

For course pricing, dates, and to register, please visit:

For course pricing, dates, and to register, please visit:

www.wa.ipaa.org.au/courses/Intelligent_Influence.aspx

www.wa.ipaa.org.au/courses/Leadership_colo_What_Every_New_and_Experienced_Manager_Needs_to_Know.aspx
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Leadership &
Management

Leading Through Change
and Uncertainty

Optimising Performance
Through Hard Conversations

Change is occurring more frequently and more rapidly than ever before, yet most employees
continue to struggle to adapt and flourish amidst the shifting landscape of change and
uncertainty. Today’s leaders have a critical role in facilitating constructive adaptation to change
for individual team members and the teams within which they operate. Proactive leaders can
support team members through change and uncertainty by helping them become more
responsive, flexible and adaptable to change allowing them to seize opportunity and influence
amidst the chance process.
Course Outcomes
 ססUnderstand the modern business context and how change is impacting employees and our
work environment
 ססUnderstand why change is difficult and why different individuals respond to change in
vastly different ways
 ססHave an insight into the typical stages of adjustment, how individuals respond at each
stage and what leaders can do to facilitate rapid and constructive adjustment
 ססUnderstand the most important styles of leadership.

Perhaps the most fundamental aspect of developing high performance is the delivery of high
quality and meaningful performance feedback. In this workshop you will gain a
comprehensive understanding of how to maximise the performance of individual staff
members with a specific focus on performance feedback conversations. You will come away
with strategies and practical tools to immediately implement back in the workplace. This
course is targeted at managers who seek to optimise performance of their teams through
quality feedback.
Course Outcomes
 ססHave a different and more empathic view of the ‘poor performer’ i.e. understand ‘why’ they
are under-performing
 ססUnderstand ‘why’ they are performing poorly
 ססHave a toolbox of tools and strategies to get higher performance from team members
 ססBe capable of having effective and constructive difficult conversations.

Benefits to You
 ססGreater confidence in managing the
change process
 ססMore purposeful interactions in managing
resistance
 ססChange that sticks!

Benefits to You
 ססYou will be equipped with a framework for
understanding how to approach, plan and
implement the performance conversations
 ססYou will come away feeling more confident
that you will be able to conduct
constructive feedback and performance
conversations with your staff

“

Benefits to Your Organisation
 ססProactive and Confident Change Leaders
 ססLess Change Resistance
 ססGreater success and sustainability in
change initiatives.

This was one of the best training courses I have been on in a long time.

”

CAREER STAGE
FACILITATOR/S
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“

Benefits to Your Organisation
 ססimproved productivity through clear action
plans for team members based on
identified development opportunities
 ססimproved productivity through supported
development actions
 ססimproved productivity through specific
actions to improve performance goals.

I have attended several similar sessions but this one definitely
hit the mark with managing difficult conversations.

Associated Courses
 ססBuilding and Leading High Performance Teams
 ססCoaching Style of Leadership
Course Details

Course Details
Index

Leadership &
Management

T M

L

Alistair Box or Greg Bayne

Course Length
Pricing

Full-day
General pricing is available
on page 8 of this guide.

CAREER STAGE
FACILITATOR/S

T M

L

Alistair Box or
Heather McGregor-Bayne

”

Course Length
Pricing

Full-day

Index

General pricing is available
on page 8 of this guide.

For course pricing, dates, and to register, please visit:

For course pricing, dates, and to register, please visit:

www.wa.ipaa.org.au/courses/Leading_Through_Change_and_Uncertainty.aspx

www.wa.ipaa.org.au/courses/Optimising_Performance_Through_Hard_Conversations.aspx
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Leadership &
Management

Proactive Conflict Management

Conflict has the potential to derail even the most productive teams if not managed effectively.
However, conflict is a natural part of all organisations and workplaces. This workshop will
explore various conflict resolution strategies and look at what personal skills are necessary to
develop effective conflict resolution techniques. You will also reflect on your own conflict
management style and consider how this might influence you in challenging situations.

Course Outcomes
 ססConfidently and proactively approach and resolve conflict in the workplace
 ססUnderstand their own conflict management preferences and how this might influence their
approach to conflict management
 ססUnderstand and manage interpersonal dynamics associated with conflict
 ססPossess a toolbox of strategies for conflict management, rapidly developing team
capability, and team effectiveness.

Benefits to You
 ססYou will be equipped with the knowledge
and skills to effectively maximise the
performance of your team members
 ססYou will develop an understanding of
strategies for effective conflict
management.

Benefits to Your Organisation
 ססTo work the tension and effectively
manage conflict within the team
 ססTo manage the numerous negative impacts
of conflict
 ססLeverage the benefits of diversity and
diverse perspectives in the team.

“

Heather was an excellent, and flexible, facilitator adapting the material to the
specific questions each participant had and generating a feeling of safety that enabled
each participant to bring forward specific work issues for discussion which in turn made
the course more targeted and useful.
Associated Courses
 ססOptimising Performance Through Hard Conversations
 ססCoaching Style of Leadership
Course Details
Index

CAREER STAGE
FACILITATOR/S
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T M

L

Alistair Box or
Heather McGregor-Bayne

”

Subject Matter Expert
to Manager

Leadership &
Management

What got you where you are may not get you where you want to go! Never is this truer than
in the workplace when people move from being an individual contributor to a team leader.
Making this transition requires a change of mindset, developing new skills and realigning your
focus. During this program you will be exposed to a range of frameworks, concepts and best
practices to help you avoid some of the common pitfalls of a first up leader. Intelligently
applying these to your own work context will more trial and less errors in the journey to
becoming the best leader you can be.
Course Outcomes
 ססUnderstand of the need to change current work practices
 ססIdentify the need to think about work differently
 ססDevelop a range of skills to support the transition to people leader
 ססIdentify a balanced approach to the role of leader.

Benefits to You
 ססA roadmap to optimize your performance
in early leadership roles
 ססGreater awareness, confidence and
knowledge of best practices involved in
leadership
 ססSupport to develop your own brand of
leadership.

“

Benefits to Your Organisation
 ססSetting top performers up for success as
they progress in their career
 ססLess disruption to the business as people
transition into leadership roles
 ססGreater alignment and consistency in
leadership practices across the
organisation.

The course contained comprehensive guidance on the difference in roles
and expectations between subject matter expert and leader.

”

Course Details

Course Length
Pricing

Full-day
General pricing is available
on page 8 of this guide.

CAREER STAGE
FACILITATOR/S

M

L

Doug Watson

Course Length
Pricing

For course pricing, dates, and to register, please visit:

For course pricing, dates, and to register, please visit:

www.wa.ipaa.org.au/courses/Proactive_Conflict_Management.aspx

www.wa.ipaa.org.au/courses/Subject_Matter_Expert_to_Manager.aspx

Full-day

Index

General pricing is available
on page 8 of this guide.
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Workplace Mental Health and
Developing Resilient Teams

Leadership &
Management

This course is aimed at leaders who want to support the development of mental well-being in
the workplace. You will be introduced to key models to understand determinants of mental
wellbeing and resilience as will also be provided with a simple framework for engaging in
critical conversations to address mental health concerns in the workplace. You will be able to
clearly identify and commit to one or two key strategies that will make a difference in your
life, both at work and at home. You will also be able to identify strategies for building
resilience in the members of your team.
Course Outcomes
 ססDescribe factors contributing to mental wellbeing outcomes;
 ססUnderstand the role of a leader in cultivating mental wellbeing and resilience in their teams
 ססHave conversations around mental wellbeing
 ססidentify specific practical strategies and actions to put into place to be more resilient
individually
 ססSupport the implementations of strategies to build resilient workplace teams.
Benefits to You
 ססConfidence in proactively addressing
wellbeing issues
 ססUnderstanding how to develop resilient
and proactive team members
 ססPractical strategies to support your own
mental wellbeing and resilience
 ססGreater balance and effectiveness.

Benefits to Your Organisation
 ססIncreased productivity, focus and
engagement from staff
 ססReduced costs associated with
absenteeism and presenteeism
 ססImproved employee - leader relationships
and proactive management of wellbeing
concerns.

“

This has been the most satisfying training course I have completed this year. Kath’s knowledge
was amazing and she had a real skill in tailoring the content to the specific needs of the group.

”

Associated Courses
 ססBuilding and Leading High Performance Teams
 ססCoaching Style of Leadership
Course Details
Index

CAREER STAGE
FACILITATOR/S
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T M

L

Kath Polglase or
Heather McGregor Bayne

Capturing Social Outcomes: The
Most Significant Change Technique

Monitoring &
Evaluation

Stories are a powerful way to capture social outcomes. Everyone can tell and understand
stories of change. The Most Significant Change (MSC) technique is a powerful tool for
capturing rich data to demonstrate changes occurring from your program interventions. MSC
focuses both staff and stakeholders on impact rather than counting numbers and reporting
on outputs/inputs. MSC also supports data capture of unexpected outcomes and is an
excellent tool for fostering organisational learning and program improvement.
Course Outcomes
 ססUnderstand how MSC works.
 ססUnderstand how MSC fits within broader Monitoring and Evaluation efforts.
 ססUnderstand the benefits and weaknesses of MSC and when and where to use it.
 ססBe able to undertake the essential steps of MSC (story collection, selection and feedback).

Benefits to You
 ססGain skills in narrative based interview
techniques used to capture outcomes,
guide strategy and policy
 ססGain an innovative and flexible approach
in capturing qualitative data and reporting
on outcomes
 ססAdds value to your existing output based
reporting.

Benefits to Your Organisation
 ססGain rich qualitative data on outcomes to
complement quantitative data particularly useful for programs with a
social change focus
 ססSupports organisational culture change to
focus on achievement of outcomes
(compared to output reporting).

“

It was great practicing the methodologies and then coming up with challenges/rewards after.
I think this was a very clever way of getting us immured in the methodology and thinking about
how we would go about conducting this technique ourselves. I really appreciated Theo’s engaging
presentation style and also his willingness to receive follow up questions after the workshop.

”

Associated Courses
 ססGetting Started in Project Management
Course Details

Course Length
Pricing

Full-day
General pricing is available
on page 8 of this guide.

CAREER STAGE
FACILITATOR/S

T M

L

Theo Nabben

Course Length
Pricing

Full-day

Index

General pricing is available
on page 8 of this guide.

For course pricing, dates, and to register, please visit:

For course pricing, dates, and to register, please visit:

www.wa.ipaa.org.au/courses/Workplace_Mental_Health_+_Developing_Resilient_Teams.aspx

www.wa.ipaa.org.au/courses/Capturing_Social_Outcomes_colo_The_Most_Significant_Change_Technique.aspx
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Introduction to Monitoring
and Evaluation

Monitoring &
Evaluation

Introduction to Program Logic

Many people fear evaluation because they think it’s all about being judged. But when done
well evaluation provides useful feedback to aid in decision-making and improves projects,
ultimately leading to positive social change. This workshop is designed to de-mystify the
evaluation process. Participants will be equipped to develop the right evaluation strategy to
suit an organisations program needs, within budget and to satisfy information and reporting
needs.

Program logic is a simplified model of expected cause-and-effect relationships between
activities, immediate changes, intermediate outcomes and final outcomes. This workshop
introduces the program logic concept and lays out a step by step process for creating a logic
model. The workshop concludes with an overview of how this logic model can be used for
program design and to be the spine of a monitoring, evaluation, reporting and improvement
framework.

Course Outcomes
 ססThe key monitoring and evaluation concepts
 ססThe steps in monitoring and evaluation planning
 ססEngagement with stakeholders
 ססInterpretation and presenting findings
 ססEthics to consider in evaluation.

Course Outcomes
 ססHave the confidence and ability to develop a simple program logic model
 ססUnderstand how program logic can be used for planning and for monitoring and
evaluation.

Benefits to You
 ססUnderstand key monitoring and evaluation
concepts and terminology including how
monitoring and evaluation fits with the
program cycle
 ססUnderstand the role of key evaluation
questions
 ססUnderstand what is included in a
monitoring and evaluation plan.

Benefits to Your Organisation
 ססUnderstand how monitoring and
evaluation contributes to continuous
improvement
 ססUnderstand how program logic is used to
clarify outputs and outcomes.

“

The course gave me a solid understand of the principles of monitoring and evaluation,
and by working through a detailed case study throughout the day, enabled us to apply
our learnings immediately to a real example. The presenter Rick was very engaging,
knowledgeable and inclusive of all attendees and kept the day running very smoothly.
Associated Courses
 ססIntroduction to Program Logic

This workshop is offered in
partnership with the
Australian Evaluation
Society (AES).

”

Course Details
Index

CAREER STAGE
FACILITATOR/S
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Monitoring &
Evaluation

Benefits to You
 ססUnderstand the uses of program logic and
the key concepts
 ססBe able to build a simple program logic
model for your project
 ססKnow how program logic is useful for
project planning, monitoring and
evaluation.

Benefits to Your Organisation
 ססProjects will be outcome focused
 ססProvides the organisation with a
framework for evaluating the impact and
effectiveness of projects
 ססKPI and organisational performance
monitoring frameworks can be better
aligned to projects achievements.

“

Exceeded expectations, helped strengthen my understanding of program
logic. Big fan of Rick and his teaching style. Very easy to understand and
had a wealth of knowledge regarding program logic.

Associated Courses
 ססIntroduction to Monitoring and Evaluation

”

This workshop is offered in
partnership with the
Australian Evaluation
Society (AES).

Course Details
T M

L

Prof. Rick Cummings

Course Length
Pricing

Full-day
General pricing is available
on page 8 of this guide.

CAREER STAGE
FACILITATOR/S

T M

L

Prof. Rick Cummings

Course Length
Pricing

For course pricing, dates, and to register, please visit:

For course pricing, dates, and to register, please visit:

www.wa.ipaa.org.au/courses/Introduction_to_Monitoring_and_Evaluation.aspx

www.wa.ipaa.org.au/courses/Introduction_to_Program_Logic.aspx

Full-day

Index

General pricing is available
on page 8 of this guide.
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NEW WORKSHOP

Personal
Development

Career Planning Crafting Your Unique Story

If you’re anything like the average working person, you can expect to change careers five to
seven times in your life. Whether you’re just beginning on your career journey, or you’re
considering changing career paths or jobs, developing an effective career plan will help you
get to where you need to go. It’s easy to neglect reflecting on your career when you’re so
busy chugging along, but taking the time to think about your current situation and the path
you want to be on is crucial to a productive career plan. This workshop will provide you with
the tools and resources to develop a career plan to help you succeed.
Course Outcomes
 ססImproved understanding of how to think systematically about your career
 ססUnderstand why self-assessment is a critical factor to a satisfying career
 ססUnderstand how to manage your career proactively.

Benefits to You
 ססImproved ability to attract and retain
highly skilled and talented employees
 ססImproved employee morale and
motivation.

Benefits to Your Organisation
 ססUnderstand your interests, values,
strengths and transferable skills
 ססImproved knowledge of job market and
various career opportunities
 ססPlanning for your future.

Creative minds, Creative futures

Personal
Development

We live in an exciting and dynamic time where service innovation, organisational and
individual creativity have become the expectation rather than the exception. This workshop is
aimed specifically at supporting individuals through their creative thinking journey. The core
learning outcome from the workshop is Individuals will be more confident to take creative
risks and share their ideas. This workshop will use a topical case study to guide participants
on an Action Learning journey, exploring the creative process through four distinct phases.
Course Outcomes
 ססAppreciate social and political context and the influence of worldviews
 ססHow to identify what is happening on the fringes
 ססUnderstanding emergence as a concept
 ססWork in a team environment to generate creative ideas
 ססAppreciate the influence of worldviews
 ססTransform a preferred model into narratives for wider consultation
 ססMaintain creative enthusiasm in the face of opposition.
Benefits to You
 ססIncreased confidence to explore new ideas
and be creative
 ססUsing creative thinking to identify
alternative future pathways
 ססSkills and methods that enable you to
make a difference.

Benefits to Your Organisation
 ססNew approaches to old problems
 ססenhanced capacity to appreciate and
respond to complexity
 ססMake full use of employee potential
 ססImproved work satisfaction and
engagement across the organisation.

Associated Courses
 ססJob Application and Interview Skills for the Public Sector
Course Details
Index

CAREER STAGE
FACILITATOR/S
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Course Details
N

T

Susan Kurtjak

Course Length
Pricing

Half-day
General pricing is available
on page 8 of this guide.

CAREER STAGE
FACILITATOR/S

N

T M

Jamie Robertson

Course Length
Pricing

For course pricing, dates, and to register, please visit:

For course pricing, dates, and to register, please visit:

www.wa.ipaa.org.au/courses/Career_Planning_-_Crafting_Your_Unique_Story.aspx

www.wa.ipaa.org.au/courses/Creative_minds,_Creative_futures.aspx

Full-day

Index

General pricing is available
on page 8 of this guide.
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Dealing with Change
in the Workplace

Personal
Development

Developing Resilience

This half-day course is aimed at people that are experiencing change in the workplace. It is
designed to assist the participant in understanding their responses to change and how they
can develop strategies to become more resilient in the face of change. By attending, it is
intended that participants will be able to make more informed decisions about the impact of
change in their lives and have greater control over their responses to that change.

Are you feeling overwhelmed, overworked or overtired, or are noticing these things within
your team members? Then this is for you. This interactive workshop is designed to help you
successfully manage the demands of the current workplace more effectively. You will learn
strategies that address physiology, decision-making, and prioritising, as well as the
management of energy, emotions and time.

Course Outcomes
 ססDefine what change is
 ססIdentify how change impacts on an individual from physiological and behavioural
perspectives
 ססDetermine your readiness for change in your organisational context
 ססUtilise an emotional intelligence framework to understand your own response to changes
 ססDevelop your own strategies for dealing with change.

Course Outcomes
 ססUnderstand why we need new strategies for managing stress in the modern workplace
 ססUnderstand the impact of stress on productivity, creativity, health and well-being, and
workplace culture
 ססUnderstand the value/importance of managing your own stress and stress in the workplace
 ססLearn strategies that address physiology, decision making, and prioritising, as well as the
management of energy, emotions and time.

Benefits to You
 ססYou will understand your own perception
of change
 ססYou will have developed skills and
strategies to manage your response to
change
 ססYou will be in a better position to control
how you respond to external change.

Benefits to You
 ססReduce your stress
 ססImprove your productivity, health and wellbeing
 ססUnderstand how to manage your own
stress and stress in the workplace.

Benefits to Your Organisation
 ססParticipants will have developed strategies
for recognising their own responses to
change and will have tools to more
effectively manage this in the
organisational context.

“

”

Associated Courses
 ססChange Management for Team Leaders
Course Details
CAREER STAGE
FACILITATOR/S
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Benefits to Your Organisation
 ססIncrease productivity and creativity
 ססIncrease health and well-being
 ססImprove the workplace culture.

“

This course exceeded my expectations. The session was on real
experiences and involved the attendees. Fantastic approach!

I have a better understanding of the factors that underlie the behaviours of people,
regardless of their role, during a period of significant change in the workplace.

Index

Personal
Development

”

Associated Courses
 ססOptimising Performance Through Hard Conversations
 ססWorkplace Mental Health & Developing Resilient Teams
Course Details

N

T M

Karen Schwenke

Course Length
Pricing

Half-day
General pricing is available
on page 8 of this guide.

CAREER STAGE
FACILITATOR/S

N

T M

L

Course Length

Kath Polglase or
Greg Bayne

For course pricing, dates, and to register, please visit:

For course pricing, dates, and to register, please visit:

www.wa.ipaa.org.au/courses/Dealing_with_Change_in_the_Workplace.aspx

www.wa.ipaa.org.au/courses/Developing_Resilience.aspx

Pricing

Half-day

Index

General pricing is available
on page 8 of this guide.
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Personal
Development

Job Application and Interview
Skills for the Public Sector

As we are increasingly asked to achieve more with less resources, it becomes imperative that
we put our energy and effort into actions that produce results rather than working longer and
longer hours. The need to do make better use of our time is obvious but working out how to
do it may not be! This workshop is all about helping you get the most out of yourself by
understanding how to work smarter not harder.

Course Outcomes
 ססIdentify strengths and development needs, and complete a personal development plan
 ססKnow how to prepare a resume and address agency specific requirements in an application
 ססUnderstand how to gather the best examples from your career and know how to write
them up
 ססBe familiar with the types of questions you might be asked in an interview
 ססLearn strategies to deal with nerves and prepare yourself to perform confidently at
interview.

Course Outcomes
 ססLearn how to juggle priorities by making good decisions regarding where to invest their
energy and effort
 ססUnderstand how to increase productivity and work output
 ססLearn how to take responsibility for managing their own time and feel a greater sense of
control.

Benefits to You
 ססIdentify your strengths and development
needs
 ססKnow how to prepare a resume and
address agency specific requirements in an
application
 ססMaximise your performance in an
interview
 ססImproved self-awareness, confidence and
job ready skills.

Benefits to You
 ססUnderstanding your work style enables
you to get the most out of yourself
 ססReduce the chaos and stress of reacting
and playing ‘continual catch-up’
 ססFeel calmer and more in control by
implementing a proactive mode of
operating
 ססDevelop skills that will support you to be
both personally and professionally more
effective.

Benefits to Your Organisation
 ססMaximise your applicant pool
 ססAchieve the ‘best fit’
 ססBuild internal capacity and capability
 ססImprove reputation as an employee of
choice.

Good insights into the process across departments and
overview and advice for all elements of process.

”

Course Details
CAREER STAGE
FACILITATOR/S
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Personal
Development

Gain insights into the latest tools and selection techniques used in the Public Sector to
improve your application preparation. You will learn how to prepare for an interview and
maximise your performance, and understand the skills and qualities public sector agencies are
looking for in employees. You will also discover how individual personal abilities measure up
against the capability framework, identify the challenges in marketing yourself for career
opportunities and learn new ways to confidently approach the job selection process.

“
Index

Managing Priorities:
Improving Workflow and Productivity

Benefits to Your Organisation
 ססImproved efficiency and effectiveness in
the workplace
 ססImproved focus and motivation
 ססImproved communication between
colleagues and managers.

“

The course provided me with a better understanding of stress and optimal
performance. Working out where to direct energy, effort developing other staff, and
the accountability loop were useful components of this workshop.

”

Course Details
N

T M

Susan Kurtjak

Course Length
Pricing

Full-day
General pricing is available
on page 8 of this guide.

CAREER STAGE
FACILITATOR/S

N

T M

L

Kath Polglase or
Alistair Box

Course Length
Pricing

Full-day

Index

General pricing is available
on page 8 of this guide.

For course pricing, dates, and to register, please visit:

For course pricing, dates, and to register, please visit:

www.wa.ipaa.org.au/courses/Job_Application_and_Interview_Skills_for_the_Public_Sector.aspx

www.wa.ipaa.org.au/courses/Managing_Priorities_colo_Improving_Workflow_and_Productivity.aspx
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Getting Started in
Project Management

Read at Speed

Personal
Development

Most senior managers and executives, as well as many members of staff, spend at least 30%
of their time reading, usually at a speed of around 250 words a minute – which is our average
reading speed. After a few hours training in this fast-paced, practical workshop, participants
will know how they may increase their reading speed to double its previous level, while, with
practice, also increasing their comprehension and retention levels.

This one-day course is designed to introduce basic project management principles, tools, and
techniques to give structure and confidence to general business as well as your projects.
These include but are not limited to project scoping, scheduling and planning, benefits
management, risk identification and analysis, and stakeholder engagement. This introductory
session is for anyone who is new to project management, whether they seek to add rigour to
ad hoc projects and business initiatives, or consolidate informal skills.

Course Outcomes
 ססCalculate reading speed and test for comprehension and retention
 ססEmploy a variety of strategies to overcome poor reading habits
 ססApply visual pacing to eliminate regression and boost reading speed.
 ססKnow how to vary their reading speed, depending on the difficulty of material
 ססLearn how to scope material to obtain an overview of contents and to access specific
information
 ססApply speed reading to a computer screen.

Course Outcomes
 ססBy the end of this course attendees should be able to:
 ססFollow a basic project process
 ססBreak down project tasks
 ססBetter understand and identify risks, issues and benefits
 ססIdentify key stakeholders and ways to engage with them
 ססNavigate the weird and wonderful language of project management
 ססConfidently identify and progress next steps for their projects.

Benefits to You
 ססIncrease your reading speed
 ססIncrease your confidence in your reading
ability
 ססImprove your ability to retain key
information.

Benefits to You
 ססConfidence to define and start up your
project or business initiative
 ססCourse notes and a toolkit that can be
taken back to the workplace with you and
be readily customised to meet your and
your organisation’s needs
 ססAction plan for the next steps in one of
your current projects.

“

Benefits to Your Organisation
 ססThose members of staff who are trained in
speed reading may increase their
productivity by at least 15%
 ססIndividuals will have more confidence in
their reading ability and their ability to
retain key information.

Tested myself to go out of my comfort zone with reading faster and succeeded. Now to practice, Practice, PRACTICE.

”

CAREER STAGE
FACILITATOR/S
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Benefits to Your Organisation
 ססImproved confidence in empowering staff
to address business/customer needs
 ססEnhanced ability to deliver the promised
outputs and benefits of a project or
business initiative
 ססIn time, meaningful and lasting
organisational change.

“

The facilitator was articulate, knowledgeable, well-presented, engaging, and just had a
lovely manner about her overall. She kept the session going at a cracking pace, provided some
good real life examples on the way, and had an excellent grasp of ZOOM technology!

”

Associated Courses
 ססProject in Progress - Action Workshop
 ססBuilding and Leading High Performance Teams

Course Details
Index

Project
Management

Course Details
N

T M

L

John Harman

Course Length
Pricing

Half-day
General pricing is available
on page 8 of this guide.

CAREER STAGE
FACILITATOR/S

N

T

Hannah van Didden

Course Length
Pricing

Full-day

Index

General pricing is available
on page 8 of this guide.

For course pricing, dates, and to register, please visit:

For course pricing, dates, and to register, please visit:

www.wa.ipaa.org.au/courses/Read_at_Speed.aspx

www.wa.ipaa.org.au/courses/Getting_Started_in_Project_Management.aspx
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Project
Management

Project in Progress: Next
Steps in Project Management

Keeping a project relevant and on track can involve unconventional thinking, tools, and
techniques. If the project or business initiative you are managing is experiencing bottlenecks,
issues, or inertia, this workshop may be for you. With a maximum of 8 participants, this
workshop is ideal for anyone with a project in flight. The workshop is designed to maximise
participation and personal attention to ensure that you walk away with actions that can be
readily applied to your workplace project and increase its chances of success.
Course Outcomes
 ססIdentify areas for improvement and change
 ססPlan and act to progress your project
 ססApply specialised tools to address project issues
 ססInfluence project outcomes
 ססEngage with key stakeholders.

Benefits to You
 ססEnhanced ability to deliver the promised
outputs and benefits of a project
 ססGreater influence over project outputs and
outcomes
 ססA set of tools, techniques, ideas and
actions that can be customised for your
project.

Benefits to Your Organisation
 ססImproved project direction and
understanding
 ססGreater project relevance
 ססMore opportunities for project success.

One of the best training courses I’ve attended. Hannah is both a personable
and knowledgeable facilitator. Her program had a great balance between her
presentation of the content and group interactions/discussions.

”

Associated Courses
 ססGetting Started in Project Management
 ססBuilding and Leading High Performance Teams
Course Details
CAREER STAGE
FACILITATOR/S
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N

T M

L

Hannah van Didden

Alistair Box

Claire Kennedy

Alistair is a registered psychologist, experienced
facilitator and coach. Commencing his career within
the public sector as a rehabilitation consultant for
WorkCover WA. Alistair is an engaging facilitator
who draws on his past experiences and formal
education in leadership and management to provide
both colour and theoretical relevance in his
workshops.

Claire has worked in the field of health and safety for
nearly 20 years. She has assisted many organisations
to upgrade or develop their safety systems in
practical ways that ensure worker safety and
compliance with relevant legislation. Claire has
worked across all tiers of government including in a
regulatory role and as a consultant developing and
improving safety systems and delivering training
initiatives.

Amberley Laverick

“

Index

Facilitators

Course Length
Pricing

Full-day
General pricing is available
on page 8 of this guide.

For course pricing, dates, and to register, please visit:

www.wa.ipaa.org.au/courses/Project_in_Progress_colo_Next_Steps_in_Project_Management.aspx

Amberley has 10 years experience teaching literacy
in the UK, Kenya and Australia to young adults and
professionals. She has also worked in the mental
health sector, coordinating and delivering prevention
programs throughout Australia. Through this work
Amberley recognises the barriers people may face
developing their writing skills and this combination
of teaching and industry experience gives Amberley
the insight and ability to engage with professionals
from a range of backgrounds, with her facilitation
style focused on group learning and interaction.

Hon. David Bartlett

Ashleigh Brand

Deborah Pyatt is a qualified Trainer and Assessor
and has over 30 years’ experience working with
people from different cultures. For 20 years Deborah
has worked in the higher education sector in
International Development and Relations involving
liaison and negotiations with international
governments, agencies and students. For the past
3.5 years Deb was the Training Coordinator and
facilitator with the Metropolitan Migrant Resource
Centre.

Ashleigh is a highly experienced project manager,
facilitator, diversity and leadership trainer and
coach. She is committed to assisting workplaces to
become more diverse. She is also a social changemaker with a passion to help newcomers realise their
full potential in Western Australia. Ashleigh has
more than 20 years’ experience working in
communications, change management,
organisational development, policy and technology.
She also has more than eight years’ experience
running her own business, consulting and project
managing. She is an accredited coach and has skills
and experience in leadership development, human
resources, project management, business process
improvement and policy development.

The Hon. David Bartlett is the former Premier of
Tasmania. Before entering politics, David had a
successful career in the information technology,
telecommunications and innovation sectors. During
his time as Tasmania’s 43rd Premier, David
championed his home state for its natural strengths
in water, renewable energy, high value food and
primary industries, tourism and high-speed
telecommunications.

Deborah Pyatt

Doug Watson
Doug has specialised in developing and delivering
contract management training for the last 10 years.
He has worked extensively at both a state and local
government level with contracts covering goods,
service, works and ICT. With over 25 years of
vocational experience in finance, insurance,
recruitment and hospitality, Doug can draw on a
wide range of practical experiences in contract
management to make concepts relevant for
participants.

Index
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Facilitators
Felicity Morel
Felicity has a PhD from UWA and is a strategic
facilitator, nationally accredited mediator,
communicator & leadership coach with a passion for
empowering others to build capacity and achieve
results. She is Principal of Morel Consulting and is an
Honorary Research Fellow at UWA. Felicity was a
public servant for 20+ years. She began her public
sector career in the Commonwealth Government,
was a Commonwealth Valuer and retains a
connection as an Advisor. She worked in the WA
State Public Sector for 21 years (17 at DPC) where
she undertook senior operational, principal advisory
and director roles, T1 project management, whole of
government project prioritisation, specialist change
management and integrated communications
planning. Portfolios included planning,
infrastructure, heritage, police, housing, social, arts
and urban policy. She advised leaders across all tiers
of Government and has deep understanding of
whole of government policy development and
cross-agency project management.

Greg Bayne
Greg has a passion for leadership and maximising
the potential of both individuals and groups. He has
worked in the corporate arena as a psychologist, a
management consultant and a coach. He holds a
Masters in Counselling Psychology (Cum Laude), in
addition to an undergraduate degree in education
and an honours degree in Psychology and has been
assisting people to achieve their personal capability
for over 13 years.

Hannah van Didden
Hannah has over 18 years experience in business,
communications, planning and program/project
management in government and private consultancy,
with formal qualifications in business (BCom, MBus)
and project management (PRINCE2 Practitioner).
Index Known for her personable approach, energy, and
ability to get results, she has realised high value
projects as a Project Manager, Program Manager
and PMO Manager across diverse areas including:
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ICT development and reform, procurement,
construction, policy and legislation, human
resources, ethics, community engagement, and
business strategy.

Heather McGregor-Bayne
Heather is highly skilled at integrating sound
principles of program development while supporting
and managing staff. She has written and delivered
content for a support program which is currently
delivered nationally for Tennis Australia. It covers
content around developing independence, resilience,
emotional control and self-regulation, building
relationships and effective use of networks. Heather
has facilitated a series of interactive workshops
around culture change for TennisWest with a view to
improving the day to day work ethic, encouraging
accountability for performances and improving
results. All involved have commented on the
improved culture which is now being evidenced in
improved rankings.

Jamie Robertson
Jamie is a business systems transformation facilitator
with 20 years’ experience leading strategy and
engagement design across government, industry and
community sectors. This is supplemented by senior
executive experience and global influence as
Australasia’s representative on the Global Standards
Advisory Council for B Corporations. He has
successfully managed three innovative start-ups to
deliver technology solutions in regional Western
Australia, capacity building in remote Aboriginal
Communities and transformation through
engagement. Since 2006, he has been the Principal
Consultant at 361 Degrees Strategic Engagement
Services. He has nationally recognised training
credentials and extensive experience designing and
delivering training in tertiary and professional
development environments.

Jan Saggers
While in government, Jan worked for seven agencies
in research and policy roles and spent one year as
Executive Officer to the Ministerial Taskforce on the

Condition and Status of Teaching. Since leaving
government in 1995, Jan has consulted back to
government on a variety of projects involving
strategic people management, policy development,
organisational design, systems review and executive
selection and remuneration.

John Harman
John Harman has written for living all his working
life. An ex-Fleet Street journalist, John is also a
script writer, having written scripts for many popular
UK television series. He is also a novelist, with a
series of crime thrillers to his name, and is the author
of more than 30 non-fiction books. John has lectured
extensively at UWA, at The University of Cambridge
UK, at UCLA Davis in the United States, and as an
adjunct senior lecturer in the School of
Communications and Contemporary Arts at ECU.
John specialises is conducting workshops for
companies and for Federal, State and Local
Government on: simple and effective writing skills;
presenting skills, basic grammar and punctuation;
speed reading, and effective workplace
communications.

Karen Schwenke
Karen has over twenty years experience in public
and private sector companies, providing services in
project support, organisational and managerial
development, quality and risk management, training
and human resources. She has worked with
numerous Team Leaders and Middle Managers in
designing and implementing change programs in
many industries.

Kath Polglase
Kath is an executive coach and consulting
psychologist. Kath’s focus is on maximising
performance and enhancing the well-being of
individuals and teams. With a master’s degree in
counselling psychology, post graduate qualifications
in education and strong managerial experience, Kath
offers a professional and positive outlook to
motivating staff, developing leaders and inspiring
untapped potential in individuals and groups. Kath is

an experienced and skilled trainer and facilitator
who believes learning should be interactive and fun.

Lesley Smith
Lesley has enjoyed a successful career as a business
strategist, manager and professional writer in the
State public sector in Victoria and Western Australia.
She has extensive experience in the development
and review of a range of public sector business
communication documents. She has prepared
cabinet papers, budget submissions, and ministerial
briefings and correspondence. She has also prepared
material for and led the development of annual
reporting activities for government departments,
statutory authorities and universities. She has
completed research and investigations, developed
policies and programs, and prepared associated
documentation. She is also a qualified and
experienced workplace facilitator and assessor who
believes that lifelong learning is important to people
realising their potential and enjoying a satisfying
career in turbulent times.

Moore Australia (WA)
Moore Australia (WA) is a Western Australia founded
Chartered Accounting firm with over 40 years’
experience providing professional services and
advice of the highest calibre to clients. The firm is
ranked in the Top 10 in Perth and is a member of
Moore Australia and Moore Global, the 11th largest
accounting and consulting network worldwide.
Through its interstate and international affiliation
with Moore Australia, the firm can draw on the
resources and skills of our affiliated offices. This
ensures that a continual flow of the latest technical
and professional information is made available to us
and our clients.
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Facilitators
Paul O’Connor
Paul spent six years in private practice as a lawyer
before joining a Commonwealth agency to provide
advice on administrative law matters. He has over 20
years’ experience as an SES officer in Commonwealth
and State agencies and his roles have involved the
management of workplace investigations. Paul has
held senior positions within the WA Department of
Education, the Corruption and Crime Commission, WA
(Director of Legal Services) and the Office of the
Public Sector Commissioner, WA (Head of Legal
Services working directly to current and past Public
sector Commissioners).

to promote sexual health and wellbeing to all
Western Australians. SHQ has provided LGBTIQA+
diversity and inclusion training as component for all
its training courses for professionals such as doctors,
nurses, police officers, Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander Educational Officers, teachers, youth
workers, counsellors, and allied health professionals.
In response to emerging market need, SHQ created
our stand-alone LGBTIQA+ diversity training for
professionals and workplaces to be more inclusive of
diverse staff and clients. LGBTIQA+ Diversity Training
is delivered by experienced facilitators with over 50
years’ experience in education and training.

Rhys Edwards

Susan Barrera

Rhys was the Secretary of the Department of Premier
and Cabinet in Tasmania for six years (2008-2014)
and has held numerous senior public sector positions
as well as roles as a Ministerial adviser. Rhys is an
experienced organisational leader and has worked at
the highest levels of the public service for over 16
years. Rhys is passionate about great leadership in
organisations and has driven reform agendas across
many areas of government. He has a strong
background in governance, central agency leadership,
energy policy, industry development and major
project facilitation.

Professor Rick Cummings
Rick Cummings is an Emeritus Professor in the Sir
Walter Murdoch Graduate School of Public Policy and
International Affairs at Murdoch University. Rick has
over 30 years experience leading program and policy
evaluations, conducting workshops in evaluation
theory and practice, and currently teaches public
policy research and evaluation at the Sir Walter
Murdoch Graduate School. Rick is a past President of
the Australian Evaluation Society and was made a
Fellow of the Society in 2013.
Index
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Sexual Health Quarters (SHQ)
Sexual Health Quarters (SHQ) is a leading provider of
specialist services in sexual and reproductive health
in WA since its inception in 1972. SHQ is an
independent, non-for-profit organisation which aims

Susan Barrera worked for over 30 years in a number
of senior management and policy positions in the
Western Australian public sector. Her last position
was Director General, Department for Communities.
Prior to that she was Executive Director, Labour
Relations. She also held senior policy and
management positions in the Department of Premier
and Cabinet and Corrective Services. She currently
works as a consultant specialising in training, human
resource, organisational development and evaluation.

Susan Kurtjak
Susan has over 30 years experience in Commonwealth
Government. Before starting her own consultancy in
2012, Susan held the senior position of Regional
Director of the Australian Public Service Commission
in WA/SA/NT. She brings a good balance of
operational and senior management experience to
her workshops and has managed large scale change
management projects and handled downsizing, skill
retention projects and positive transition exercises.
Susan is a skilled HR strategist, trainer and course
designer and has expertise in turning theory into
practical solutions in the workplace. She has a
Executive Masters in Public Administration and a
Certificate IV in Training and Assessment.

Suzy Roche

Theo Nabben

With a natural gift of empathy balanced with a focus
on actions and achieving measurable outcomes, Suzy
has been supporting others to overcome barriers and
build highways of professional success for decades.
Her ability to build rapport gains her permission to
stretch coachees and learning participants to take
them from knowing, to doing and then to being the
professional they want to be. Suzy is a life-long
learner and is constantly resourcing tools and
applying adult learning principles to contemporary
contexts for her clients. With 20+ years of lived
experience as a manager and leader with some of
the globe’s largest international organisations, Suzy
applies her real-world, award-winning experience to
support the learning journeys of others through
coaching, instructional design, facilitation and
digital learning technologies.

Theo Nabben is a Participatory Monitoring and
Evaluation specialist. He has taught and used the MSC
technique in Australia and internationally for small
organisations, multi-lateral organisations and high level
government programs. Theo has extensive experience
in MSC, having used it over 20 assignments and is one
of the most experienced Western Australians in the use
of the MSC technique. He has recently returned from an
international assignment having taught MSC in the
United Kingdom, Germany and the Netherlands. Theo is
a member of an International Resource Panel
supporting US Aid Programmes through complex
monitoring and evaluation using the MSC methodology.
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Notes

Plan your professional
development here
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EXCELLENCE IN THE PUBLIC SECTOR

2021/22 PREMIER MEMBERS
Government of Western Australia
Department of Mines,
Industry Regulation and Safety

Public Sector
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